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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The advent of the community mental health movement 
in the early 1960's led to a dual pnenomenon in the pattern 
of hospitalization for mental illness in the United States. 
The emphasis On discharging patients from institutions and 
returning them to their communities resulted in a decline in 
the actual numbers of beds being occupied by mental patients. 
At the same'time, the rate of recidivism among mental 
patients became an increasingly acut~ problem. 
~t t~e present time, it is no exaggeration to 
observe that the major problem in the field of mental 
illness is not the hospi talize,d but the formerly, hospi­
talized patient. During the last several years, hospital 
by hospital and state by state, reports have appeared of 
a decline in the number of beds being occupied by mental 
patients. Furthermore, release statistics - particularly 
in states that have made the most radical modifications 
in hospital care - indicate that the length of hospital­
ization has become increasingiy shorter. • ••Optim1sm 
brought about 'by the statistics, however, should not 
lead to unwarranted conclusions about improvements in 
the efficacy of psychiatric practice. Perhaps the total 
accomplishment'is the transfer of the problem from the 
hospital to the community, length of stay in the mental 
hospital has declined and fewer hospital beds1are 
needed, but rea.dmiss.ion rates ~ave increased. 
In recent years, more'than fifty percent of admissions 
to mental hosp1tals in the Un1ted States have been readmissions. 
I, Howard Freeman and Ozz1e S1~ons,' The Mental Patient 
,Comes Home (New Yo+,·k= Wiley and Sor.s. Inc '., 1962). p. 1-2. 
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In fact, the Oreg~n State Mental Health Division has felt 
sufficiently concerned with this problem t~ encourage the 
, . 
prepa.ration of t,he following study of methods by which 
recidivism might ,be reduced in Region I, the oounties of 
Multnomah, Clackamas, Washington and Columbia. 
Although there are no hard statistics on the recidivism 
rate for this reg1on, the 1973 state figure for recidivism 
Was sixty percent. The at-risk pop~lation, those predicted 
to be in need of, some form of ,treatment, in Multnomah County 
alone has been estimated at 60,620,- 130,258 through the use 
of pr.evalence' rate estimates. Of these, at least 28,500 
persons have marked or severe difficulty in functioning or 
are incapacitated by mental and emotional disab11ities. 2 
A wide and always changing variety of treatment needs 
exist within' the chronically mentally ill population, and 
an equally wide range of possible strategies also exist to 
aid their reintegration into the community. However, insti­
tutions and communities have failed t~ effectively 'implement 
or ut1lize those potential aftercare services and thus 
interrupt the patte'rn of rehospitalization. A hard look 
must be given at the programs an~ ~ptions which m1ght be 
created in this ~o~tinity to alter t~e pattern of the 
chronically ret~rning patients and to provide alternatives 
to hospitalization for both them and others • 
. 2 "Multnomah County Comprehensive Mental Health Plan," 
1975';'76, p. 5. 
- -
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Purpose of the Study 
The purpose, of this study was to determine the type of 
community resourc~s 'which facilitate community adjustment 
and tenure for ex-mental patients. Particular emphasis 
was placed on the extremely visible variable of post-hospital 
1iving arrangements available to mentally and/or emotionally 
disturbed patients. Initially, the researchers assumed 
that such living situations would be a decisive e,lement 
in the aftercare needs of ex-mental patients. However, the 
study was in itself broad enough to introduce other signi­
ficant factors of equai or greater importance to the target 
population. The study, then, attempted to assess the 
relative value of such interrelated activities as living 
situation, day treatment programs, crisis intervention, 
, ' 
home visits, pre-hospital diagnosis and assessment, day 
hospitalization, brief asylum, and long-term sheltered 
settings to successful community ~dj~stm~nt -for both the 
ex-patient and th~ community. Partl'cu1ar attention. was 
focused on application of the fi~dings to Region'I. 
Definitions 
A number of terms are used repeatedly in this presen­
tation. Fo'r the purposes of this study, definitions are 
as follows I 
Aftercare a The term aftercare applies to all those 'services, 
resources and facilities that exist in the community to 
assist th~ mental patient after h1s/her inpatient psychiatric 
1 
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treatment. 
Chronicity. The target popu1at1on is often referred to, 
here and in the literature, as "chronic. 1I Used here, the 
term imp1ies'that the1r "illness," or emotional d1ff1oUlties 
are long-standing and are oharaoterized by periods of more 
I 
c 
or leSs extreme exaoerbation of the or1ginal oondit1on whioh 
! , 
have resulted ~n repeated hospitalizat1ons. It is notI intended,to conno~e a sense of term~na11ty or h~pe1essness. 
Ciients with1n the target popu1atiop oover the full gamut 
of psyoh1atr1c diagnoses, from depress10n ·to schizophrenia. 
The term ohron10 may have st1gm~tiz1ng connotations to some, 
Idue to societal att1tudes towards psych1atric 1nst1tut1ons 
and illnesses. 
Continuity of Care. Th1s concept refers to the cont1nuum 
of resour.oes and serv10es wh1ch should exist in the oommun1ty 
to meet the client's needs, includ1ng faoility components 
ranging from total care to independeht l1ving. Clients 
should feel that serv1ces and treatment moda~1tles from. 
any point on the continuum are botn read1~y access1ble and 
suff1cient1y fl~xlb1e to allow tha ~o~11ity ne6essary to 
meet the1r changing: needs. 
Mental health' professionals I The term 'tprofe~s1onalstt is 
used here to refer to those in the oommunity who provide 
treatment or serv1ces to the target popu,lat1on,' and in par­
t1cular to refer to the serv1ce providers inoluded in the 
surtrey of that group in Region I. Thus the term t' professlon­
.. 
als" 1ncllldes psyoh,..atr1s'4s, ·psyoho:t.o~ists, socla1 workers, 
-
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nurses, welfare caseworkers, group home operators, day 
treatment and clinical personnel. ': 
~arget population' Ex-mental patients between the ages of 
18 and 65" who have beert diagnosed as having mental and/or 
emotional disturbances comprise the target population. 
Those with mental and emotional diffioulties who also have 
, 	 . 

. , 
aloohol or drug-~elated problems and/or require nursing 
care" were not oonsidered in the t~e;et pop~lation. although 
the findings of thts study may po~s,1ply be generalized to 
other groups. 
The Problem 
This study was directed toward discovering methods to 
offset the high rate of reoidivism which typifies instltu­
t'ionallzed mental patients through,out .the United States, 
inclUding Region I of the Oregon State Mental Health Division. 
An emphasis exists within this reg,ion. as elsewhere, on 
. 	 , 
returning' the met:ltally and emotl.o~l~y disturbed to the 
community as soon as they are cons~dered able to funotion 
in that environment. Yet the needs of many ,patients are 
not adequately met within the comm~~ity. and they return to 
hospitalized settings. 
Th~s study set out to explores 
1. 	Aftercare needs as perce1ved by reoidivist 
patients themselves, and ex-patients now in day 
treatment programs. 
2. 	Aftercare ~eeds as perceive~ by' mental health 
professionals engaged in tr~atin~ the e~-patlent. 
3. 	The extent to which service~'are available to 
6 
meet these needs. 
4. 	Alternative programs and services which exist 
elsewhere and their varying degrees of success. 
5. 	 Programs which might better meet the needs 
of the target population in Region I. 
Theoretical Framework 
i 
l. 	 A fundamenta~ theoretical underpinning of this study 
was ~he importan~e of the vital interrelationship between 
a 	mental patient's situational context and his/her behavior. 
This relations~ip ha~ been called,~p~ychologibal ecology." 
As 	 described by Barker, psychological. eco~ogy ·as a concept 
accounts for all the persons, elements and objects within 
a bounded and defined area that have implications for the 
kind of behavior that occurs there. 3 This framework views 
the individual as an integral part of a succ'ession of open 
systems, each of which is a subsystem of a larger unit, 
and all of which. are interrelated. Thus, he/she may be 
part of a familY'system, which in turn is a subsystem of 
an ethnic. subgroup, which is a sUl'?system of a. neighborhood 
system, and so on. A mental disorder in the individual 
may be one manife~tation in her/him of strain in some or 
all of the systems. 
Viewed in this context, the removal of the "deviant" 
or 	malfunct,ioning individual from her/his natural' environ­
ment has ramifications both for that e'cological system 
3 	Roger Barker, Eo.olo,glcal Psychglo~l (Stanford. Ca. I 
Stanfor4 Univers+ty Press, 1968).' 
I ~-. 
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and that person's 'eventual re-entry into it. Concretely, 
psychiatric hospitalization requires major adjustments on 
the part of several systems involved and the individuals 
who comprise those systems I the individual, the family and 
the hospital. Since hospitalization, r~gardless of duration. 
is seen as ~emporary, further adjustments or re-adjustments 
of the same and/or new systems are ~ecessitated upon discharge. 
Inherent w1thin the concept of "psychological ecology" 
1s the s1gnif1~anoe of complementar~ role funot1oning, and 
the network of expectations and sanctions 'which ensure that 
people behave in ways that maintain the equilibrium of the 
social, organization. Thus. a mentally ill individual oan be 
seen as not conforming to social-expectations ot appropriate 
behaVior in his/her roles. This devianoe may be caused 
by her/his. inability to occupy those .roles, and by the 
ineffectiveness of the usual network of expectations and 
sanctions in molding his/her behavi'or. 4 
How people tend to see themselves depends to a large 
extent on how others perceive the~. This is partioularly so 
when past frames of reference are no longer available, as 
is the case when someone is hospitalized. Researoh indioates 
that in this context, the individual becomes unusually 
dependent on· current stimuli for cues regarding appropriate 
4 
 Models in 
8 
( ~-.~ 
behavior. S The person diagnosed as mentally ill, by virtue 
. of that faot, generally has·a weakened self-concept whioh 
make's him/her especially susceptible to this sort of situ­
ational oonditioning. Thus, if the environment defines the 
indiyidual as inoompetent, helpless and incapable of self­
control and self-determination, the person will tend to 
integrate these definitions irito h~s/her 'own self-ooncept 
and respond acoQ~dinglY. Psyohiat~io hospitalization in 
and of itself, r~gardless of settin~, effectively oommunioates 
suoh a self-oonoept for many beoause of the societal stigma 
and ostraoization it connotes. Regardless of the benefits 
intended through hospitalization, if the patient loses 
confidence in her/his own judgment and 'beoomes ~xcesslvely 
dependent on external factors for cues, a v.1ci6us cyole 
develops that defines the individual as unfit for life in 
ordinary society and for the responsibilities of an indepen­
dent citizen, and ~ltimately reinforces that demeaning 
self-concept. 
In this way, the persons who often come to be labeled 
"chronic" - inclllding those that repeatedly are hospitalized ­
are initiated into the "sick" role and find that this is a 
role they can fill. The longer others perceive'them ~d 
5 Jack Zusman, "Some Explanations of the Changing'Appearance
of Psychotio Patients," in Evaluating the Effectiveness 
of Community Men~RI Health,Servioes, ed. by Ernest 
Gruenberg (New Yorks Milbank'Memorfal Fund. 1966), p. 389. 
j +-.. 
! 
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they see themselves as It sick, II the more diff,icult it 
becomes to let go of the security, protection, and passiv­
ity such a position offers. Both the clle~ts and their, 
mental health workers begin to lose sight of the possi­
bilities and potentials they share,and the walls of the 
hospftal no longer serve to define the "mentally ill» ­
those walls become extended far into the community in the 
form of a,rigid ~~y o~ s~eing oneself and others'that is 
traglca~ly 'limit~ng, 
Speeif1cally, upon entering the unnatural ecological 
'situation of hosp1talization, the mental patient may develop 
symptoms of the "social breakdown syndrome" or what ' 
Russell Barton has called "institutional neurosis • .,6 
Institutionalization, by removing the mentally and emotion­
I; 
I ally disturbe~ person from a more or less familiar SOCial 
I situation, may dir~ctly cause a loss of social skills and 
I competencies neces'sar;v for survival in the community. 
I 
So foreign from "real life" is the institutional ecology 
that an actual negat1ve correlation has been noted between 
the behavior of patients'before and after hospitalization.? 
A pat1ent's probl~ms in living in ~he community may, in fact 
6 	Russell Barton, Institutional NeuroS1s (Bristoll'
John Wright and Sons, 1959), 
7 	Paul Polak and 'Maxwell Jones, The Psychiatric'Non­tt 
hospit~ll A Mod~l for 'Change," Cs!W!unity Mental Health 
Journal, IX (Summer, 19?3), p. 12;,: 
10. 

be totally misdiagnosed once he/she eriters an institution, 
g'iven the influence of' situational contexts on behavior. 
If a patient is suddenly wrenched ,from the social system 
in which' .she/he has been acting out an illness, there is 
no reason to assume that symptoms will persist in a totally 
~oreign context. Research has tended to demonstrate that 
hospital clinicians and patients d~sagree w1dely about 
goals of treatment. 
Patients ~sual1y defined t"e important probl~m 
to be worked on in treatment Wl~hin one or more 
groups of ,people with whom they lived. Staff members 
,defined the problem with1n the patient and saw it 
in terms of illness. 8 
Not only can hospitalization create chron1c,sympto~s 
in pat tents , it can also stigmatize the patient in su'ch a 
way that she/he will be severely handicapped in functioning 
with1n the co~u~lty nexUs. 
This i,s not to say that hospitalization is inappropriate 
fo~ all patients. ·The question at issue is: Are the clients' 
needs being met in whatever eco1o~y they find themselves? 
Many of th~ ment~lly and/or emotiona+ly disturbed desper­
ately need a sec~t~ environment' wp+ch provides a predictable 
routine and an opportunity to avoid social isolation. 
"Staying ,out" as an index of sucoessful re-entry into the 
community needs to be re-examined.,' .A.s Silverstein states, 
.tex-patients may, in fact, be seek1ng to sustain the1r health 
, I 
8 
Ibid., p. 124.: 
....~ 
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in 	edging back to ,8 more acce~tlng human society - the 
hospital. ··9 In this light , hospital re-entry may be seen 
more as a ,societal 'failure rather than a personal one, 
since the patlent; was not able to meet his/her needs in 
the community. The ,percentage of chronic patients who 
, I 
remain in the community should by 'rio means be taken as a 
measure of the s~~cess of either an ~ftercare program or 
of 	hospita1izatio~. 
A counter-dapger exists, in fact, in that the present 
emphasls on community treatment in' stich non-medical settings 
as nursing homes and room and board situations can lead 
to a patient's deterioration. Declsions to place a chronic 
patient in the community. may come from less-then-professional 
motives. 
It would seem ,that this aspect of community c'are 

stems more frqm political and economic conslderations 

than from concern for the welfare of, the chronlc 

mentally 111. State ,and local $uthorlties'are trans­

ferring 'the f~naneia1 burden of'mental patients and 

the infirm elderly from state hospitals to the commu­

nity, where p~ivate enterprise 'provides,the major 

resource .10 " . , 

As Kincheloe end Hagar point out, "one of the disservices 
people can do to one another 1s tp pacome indifferent and 
9 	Max Silverstein, Psychiatric Aftercage (Philadelphial 

Univer~ity of Pennsylvania PresB~ 19 8), p. 43. 

10 	Maxwe:).l Jones, "Community Care for Chronic Mental ·Pa.tients: 
The N~~d for ·s: ,~ea~sessment," HOsD1tal'and Community' 
PS,ych1atrI. XXVJ;:· (February, 1975), p. 96. 
12 
cease having expectations."ll Lack of the~apeutic contact 
need not, and should not automatically 'follow' institutional 
dis·charge. 
An interruption of the hospitalizati~n process can be 
effected either at the point of admission or upon thera­
peutic release. People With limited resources, who do not 
have knowledge of pr financial access to such.aids as local 
mental health person:p.e1 and agenctes, when confronted with 
deviant behavior', often turn direc~ly to the hospi tal. A1-· 
·though court-committed patients are Screened to determine 
most appropriate treatment facility, voluntary admission 
into the 'hospital settin~ may occur 'before any. evaluation 
of the deviant symptoms has taken place. Fo~ people caught 
in this dilemma, a non-institutionalized alternative 'could 
be extreme1y uS,efu'l. 
" , 
But at whatev~r point exit from the institution occurs, 
a fleXible, mutuallY articulated aftercare network should 
I exist for the patient in the community. Such a system 
j 
I provides. the n.exus neoessary for tl1e client to resolve his/her conflicts~, qften caused py and acted out' within a 
social ecology. 
Regardless of the structure o~ existing aftercare pro­
grams, sustained interpersonal contact between therapeut1c 
11 Ma!sh~ Ki~che10e and Lorraine Hagar, Out, the Back Wards' 
Door (D~nver. C~loradol By the Autpors, .Fort Logan 
M~ntal Healtn C~riter, 1974), p. 28. 
13 
personnel and the client in the community is absolutely 
essential to their successful functioning. As Kincheloe 
and Hagar conclude ,in their study of schizophrenia adm1s­
!~ion-readmiss1on patterns, "The only kind of aftercare 
'I 
program that can hope to break this cycle is one that 
includes home-visiting as its major delivery vehicle ••• 12 
Or, as Silverstein puts the case 'i~ mor'e dramatic terms I 
·Some talented and creative p~ople have written 
abou.t their '~wrt experiences ,. of madness) , from Beers 
to Sartre. All refer to the crlti~al mo~ents of 
coming out of:'the depths into'the real world once again, 
and what this ·rapid and radical' change in milieu pre­
sents to the' patient who is trying to re~establish 
himself. 'There is no mistaking that what most ex-patients 
seek is a human relationship which can be trusted to 
help provide the support and t,he .continuing link until' 
the ways of the "new world" are relearned. Beers said 
that what the mentally ill need is a friend ••• While 
creative and talented persons give· the description in 
depth of the despair and horror of disabling mental 
illness, one of the released patients (in this study) 
put his finger on why an aftercare program has to be 
welded wi th "human glue."l} 
With a firm oasis in interpe~sonal contact, aftercare 
systems, in order to function eff1ciently, must provide a 
, . 
continUity of car~, A flexible con~inuum of resources, with 
components ranging from total cane to independent living, 
should exist. ,Clients should feel ~hat services from any 
point on the continuum are readily accessible. The c1tent 
her/himself may 'not perceive the need to use various treat­
'ment modalities, and therefore, con~inuous monitoring of 
------------------------------------~-----------------------,12 
.!.l219:.., p...• ' 68. 
13 Silverstein, P~I~hlat~lc ,Afterc.~,. p. 55. 
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changing levels of functioning and appropriateness ~f care 
'is essential. Also, a continuous 'system of treatment allows 
communication between therapists and agencies involved in 
olient treatment. ' A continuum of oare holds out some hope 
that the crisis periods in a person's life can be responded 
t,o with creativity and speedy acces~' to appropriate treatment. 
Assumpt10ns 
The assumptipns underlying ~h~s study reflect the 
theoretical basis shared by the researchers. These assump­
tions se'rved as the touchstone for this exploration and 
can briefly be stated as follows I ­
That if a,s1gnifioant number of people continually 
return to the hospital, there 1s a deficit of're­
sources' in the community to meet their needs •. 
Tha,t for a large number of mentally and emotionally 
d1sturbe~ clients, there are mor~ effective 
treatment modalltie$ than ~ospitalization. 
That the living situation pf the ex-patient is 
an' important faotor in df!term1nlrig successful 
readjust~~nt to the oommunity. 
That opinions of re-hosp1.tallzed ·patients and 
mental health professionals may d1ffer as to 
th~ needs of ex-patients ~~d therefore both 
groups need to be polle4. 
That the, ~entally and/or ~~o~ionally disturbed 
~lient h~s a right to the ~ost effective treat­
15 

·ment and services possible' to ensure the . 
maximal. personal and societal adjustment. 
Delimitations 
In order to.examine ·the multi-faceted problem of 
recidivism and community re-adjustment, ·th1s study was 
approached from severa~ different p~rspectives. Although, 
as stated, the. researchers initial~y assume~ that li~ing 
situations' were the crucial facto~ ~~ post-hospital adjust­
ment, an overview approach to the_ptoblem resulted in thisI. 
I initial assumption becoming one part of the total study. 
Giverl', the exploratory nature of this research, the relative 
importance of e~ch component of aftercare was not analyzed. 
QUestionnaires were administered to. current inpatient.S 
who had prev~ously been.hospitalized one or more times. 
They were at varying stages in their treatment programs at 
the time of the interviews---some w~re closer to discharge 
than others •. Generallzation concern1ng the 'relative level 
of functioning an~ clarity of this gr~up was difficult. The 
subjective opinIon of the interview~rs was that some were 
more intact than others. These considerations should be 
kept in mind when examintng the res~lts of the patient 
questionnaires, 
. The interviews with the inpatl~~ts represent· a sample 
of returned patiet:lts in three facilities (-Dammasch State 
Hosp1tal, Woodland Park Mental Health Genter. and Providence 
Medt.cal Center) over approximately te~ weeks. Given. that 
16 

tlme~frame and the size of the sample. the results are not 
generalizable to ex-mental patients 'as a whole. 
A different questionnaire was sent to mental health 
professionals'(see tfDefinitions"). This group represents 
several 'differen~ ~l'sc1plines and a: wide spectrum of agencies. 
~his suudy attempt~d t'o poll a wide cross-section of those 
, ce... 

peop"le<.ih Region I who daily confrpnt the 90ncerns of 

:<1. ~-' "
" . ex-patient~. The selection by no means comprises the whole 
. ,. 
of those service~providers. The l~~k of a cohesive tracking 
system for client service delivery oreated a difficulty in 
not oniy reaching, but being aware of 'all the significant 
people who work in thi~,ar~a. 
, , ." ; 
'Due to the large number of facilities providing hous­
ing to ex-menta.l patients, ",th~ lack of a c~ntralized' and 
complete register of these, and time limitations, the 
living arra.ngements of ex-pa.tients were not visited. 
It is recognized that in eX~ining' the 1ssaes ot 
creation and utilization of aftercare services. the related" 
problems of effectiveness and co"sta ~re important. A 
cost/benefit analysis was not within the realm of th1s study, 
although such an ~nalysis could ~e a natural and useful 
outgrowth of this research. 
Finally, the ~xploratory nature of this study does not 
provide an analys'"ls of the total ;problem of recid~vism and 
B:ftercare,:~ It does prov1de an overVtew of the problem with 
"partlcu~ar application to Reg10n I that should prove to be 
17 
a useful planning tool and lay the groundw~rk for further 
research. 
Organization of the StudyI The folloWing chapter includes the methodology 1nvolve~! 
in collec't1ng da~a from both recidivist pat1ents and mental 
health professionals involved in ~ervice-prov1sion to the 
I target population. an analysis of 't~at data; and a description 
i' 
I 	 of existing res,ou~ees in Region I Which are r~levant to this 
study. The review of the literatur.e provides an historical 
overview of the community mental health movement and 
describes residential, treatment, and comprehensive aftercare 
models currently in existence in other areas of the United 
States. Conclusions and recommendat'ions based on this study 
are presented in the final: chapter'. 
CHAPTER II 
DATA 
Methodo log y 
This study was an exploration into the relevant 
.,
l 
factors influencing hospital recid1v1sm and the sUccessful 
, '. I 
post-hospital ad;jllstIJlent to cO~lll:U~+~Y life by chronic I 
mental patients. Two questionnaires were designed. One 
questionnaire was administered to current inpatients at 
local mental health facilities and one questionnaire was 
distributed to mental health professlonals. A lit'erature 
search was undertaken in the area of aftercare for the 
mentally and emotionally disturbed. Also, requests for 
information concer:p.ing current pro'g:rainm1ng and research 
in this area were sent to· the Mental Health Divisions of 
the other forty-~~ne states (see ~pp~ndix). I 
Patient Question~a1re 
. 
\ 
~ As stated above· under ftDelimi tations, the researohersII 
j 
began with the assumption of the crucial nature of the 
1· 
impact o~ post-hospital living s~tuatlons on recid1vism. 
The patient ques~ionnaire reflected this aSsumption more 
heavily' than othe.r. aspects of. the st~dy which were mediated 
by additional information. The study attempted to sample' 
\. 
not only pat1ent~~ past living situa~ions, but also toI 
~ 
I 
~ . 
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I 
I· give them the opportunity to express their notions of what 
factors might const1tute a more adequate commun1t-y 11fe 1n 
the future.I 
The, patient 	questionnaire (see Appendix)was design~dI 
I to elicit pertinent demographic data, information regarding 
. 
I 
 the present and past hospitalizations, and previous resi­

I 	 dences. Additional questions concerned medication, sources 
of financial support, occupat~on; .~nd dependents. Those 
interviewees who had previously .reaided in a: group home, 
halfway house, or room and· board situation, anSwered a 
fourteen-part question concerning that living arrangement. 
All subjects were asked several questions regarding their 
future post-hospital needs in terms of living arrangements, 
tiBie scheduling, household r.espon~ibilities .and regulations, 
psychotherapy, work, vocat1onal counseling and training; and 
soc1aliza·tion sk1lls. The fina.l q-qestion was an open-ended 
requ~st for any ad~1tlonal lnforma~~on they felt was 
important. 
Sample 
Dammasch'State Hospital and Woodland Park Mental Health 
Center were selected as sites for the .inpatient interview1ng 
because of the large number of pat1ents admitted yearly to 
these, two fac1I1 t1es c ·a.pproximate~y 1900 at Dammasch and 
1350 at'Wdodland Park from Mult~o~h County alone. l 
1 MUltnomah. 'County Comprehensive JYlental Health Plan, .1975-76. 
',' 
, 

~( 
I 
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A small number of additional patients fn the Providence 
Medical Center Day Treatment Program Were also interviewed. 
·The administrators and S9cia1 service departments of these 
three facilities were contacted, informed of the nature of 
the project, and asked to cooperate. The staffs of all 
thr,ee hospitals were cooperative and ~elpful in our effort 
to reach,the target population. 
The sampling procedure varied for each institutions 
at Dammasch State Hospital, the i~te~1ewer ,conducted the 
'interviews once a week at which time he reviewed adm1ssion 
forms for the prec~ding week in order to determine the 
number of patients who fit the target population. Because 
of the large number of patients at Dammasch at anyone time, 
s random sample of twenty-five percent of those patfents 
who fit the target population was selected. 
DUe to the m~~h smaller inpat1;~nt population at 
Woodland Park Me~tal Health Center, it was determined that 
a twenty-five pe~cent random sample would be notedly slight. 
, 
Therefore, the researcher at this 'institution employed an 
accidental sampli~g method, interviewing as many patients 
as ,possibie who fit the target population in the time 
allowed. (Each researcher spent approxi~ately' one day per 
week intervieWing over a ten-week period from Decembe'r I, 1975 
to February 15, 1976) • 
. The intervi~wees at Providence Day Treatment Program 
were pr.e-selected by the staff as b~i~g appropriat~ for 
our study'_ 
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t 
Procedure 
The patient questionnaires were administered to the 
subjects by the re'searchers, and the questionnaire was 
designed with this technique in mind. Many of the questions 
have yes/no answers, while most of the others have clearly 
de~ined answer-options. The selected patients were informed 
bY,the intervi~w~r of the nature of'the quest1onnaire, 
given the option Qf participating, ~~d assured that their 
identities would be protected. Al+ patients approached 
, , . 
cooperated. as fully as possible. As previously ,stated under 
"Delimitations," the inpatient status and varying degrees 
of mental and emotional stability of the interviewees make 
the validity of this data questionable. Despite this 
dr~wback, the researchers strongly felt that it was of 
central importance to this study to obtain information 
, , 
directly from the .target population. The results are 
analyzed in the' "Analysis of Data" section of this chapter. 
Professional guest~Qnnaire 
~pon leaving the hospital, the ex-mental patient may 
find her/himseif oonfronted withpn~ or more of a variety 
of community-based soci~l servioe . ,and mental health agenoies. 
The mental health personnel who function within these 
agencies se~e 'their clients both as guides, to the societal 
ecology and as direot links tO,the ~~erape~tio oommunity. 
In either 'case', they are intimately oonneoted with the 
struggles of tpe .e~-patlent to adj~~t to life in the 
-----
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community,. and this study atte'mpted to sample their opinions 
as'to the needs of their clients. 
The professional questionnaire was designed to be 
completed in a minimal amount of time to ensure greater re­
turn. The questionnaire was prefaced with an explanation 
of the study, a definition of the target population, and 
a 'request for c~op~ration. The pr~fessionals were asked 
to rate several ,items on a five-po~~t scale ranging from 
'''very important" ~o "not important.", (See A:ppend1x.) The 
items included those" on the patient questionnaire in 
addition to ei1c1tlng information regarding patient parti­
'cipatlon in'planning and decision-making, and the relative 
importance of whether ex-patients lived with and/or had 
social contact with' others, others who had/did not have 
mental,problems, arid family. The last page included an 
open-ended questi,on regarding, other critical factors affect­
ing successful co~unity adjustment and concluded with a 
, , 
request for additional comments an~ suggestions regarding 
the planning of post-hospital living arrangements for 
ex-patIents. Information identify~pg the respondents by 
name, posIt1on an~ ag~ncy was also requested. 
, A list of per~onnel who are involved in' se~iee delivery, 
to eX-Diental pati,ents was compiled. Included were welfare 
hospital 'liaison wQrkers, group home operators, hospital 
socia.l workers, ,county menta~ hesltp program and da.y treat­
ment ,sta.ff$~ This group represent~ $everal different 
t 
i 
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disCipiine~ and a wide spectrum of agencies; thus the 
term "professionals •• is not used solely in the traditiona.l 
sense'. (See "Definitions. II) As previously stated under 
"Delimitations~" an attempt was made to ,reach a. wide 
cross-section of those people in Region I who work with 
ex-me.ntal pati·ents. It is recognized that our sample is 
not comprehens1ve. 
The questlonn,~ires were d1strlb~ted and collected by 
mail; stamped re~~:rned envelopes ~~re included to fac'ili tate 
this process. The results of this survey are described'and 
analyzed in the uAnalysis of Data" section of this ohapter. 
In addi t1on· to the two qUestionnaires. info,rfnation 
re~arding current programming and res~arch in th1s area was 
requested from the Mental Health DiVisions of the other 
f'orty-nine states. (See Appendix for letter.) Nineteen 
replies were received. Pertinent information gathered from 
this source' is in~luded in the literature review. 
In order to ~ain an awarene~'s, and understanding of 
exist1ng resources and servioes in ~egion I. several agencies 
were contaoted either through pers~l'lal contaot or tele'phone. 
These include welfare branches, ~ounty mental health programs, 
psychiatric hosp1tals, and day treatment programs. The 
services and resources are descr1be<;i in the "Existing Re­
sources" section',?! this chapter. 'rhe Department of Human 
, '. 
Resources study, "Peinstltutionaliz~tlon in Orego~1 A Review 
b·f Services Within the Human He'sources System." co:mpleted 
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in May, 1975, provlde~ considerable information in this area. 
Anal:ys1s of Data', 
Patient Questionnaire 
Following 1s, a descr1ption of the results of the 
quest10nnaire adm1nistered to inpatients at Dammasch State 
Hospital and Woodland Park Mental Health Center; 1,ncluding 
a small sample' of additional patlents from the P~ovidence 
,Day Treatment Frogram; this' last group has been included 
w1th the Woodland Park population for statlst1cal purposes. 
The patients fit the target population, as de~cr1bed above 
under "Definitions," and the lntez:11ew1ng and sampling pro­
cedures are de~cr1bed in the sect~on on m~thodelog~. A 
copy of the quest1onna1re and the 'tabulated data can be 
found in'the Append1x. In,report1ng the find1ngs of the' 
pat1ent quest1onna1re, reference wlll be made to the compos­
1te totals of the three groups 'except when significant 
d1fferences appea~~ 
Demographic Data 
Although tl1e 'patlent sample was predominantly female
. " 
( 6 5~), only 54% Of' t.he n_asch ~a.tnple was female" while 
74% of the Woodland Park and Providence group were women. 
. . "" 
The sample ranged 1n age from 18 to 65, w1th 51% being 
35 or under. On ~ differentiated'marital status seale, 
39%, were slngle, ~a% marr1ed, 36% el~her separated or d1­
vorced. r,I'hlrty:-s.iX percent (36%) ~~d completed elev:~~th' or 
, \ 
I 
twelfth grade while 38% had h~d educational experience 
beyond high school. 
When' questioned concerning occupation, only 30% de­
scribed themselves as unemployed at the time of hospital­
ization; howeve~ only 29% were deriving income from employ­
ment. Other sources of financial support were as follows I 
32% receiving income from Welfare or SSl and 18% from their 
families. An int~resting differen~e may be noted in that 
42% of the patie~ts sampled at Woodl~nd Park,and Providence 
derived income from emp1oyment,whi1e only 17% of those 
queried at Dammasah so did. Almost half (48%) of the 
sample had no children. In accordance with specifications 
of the target population, 94~ were not being treated for 
.edical prob1ems~ 
Previous Psychiatric Ho§pitalizations 
, Tabulation of information concern1ng history of psychi­
, atria hospitalizations of the sampl,e ind~cated that 86% were 
voluntarily admitted and 14% were cpurt committed. As can 
be seen from the table below, 58% h~d been hospitalized one' 
or two times previously. Of the sample, 58% had been re­
f 
hospitalized in less than six m~nth~ and 74% had been re­
hospitalized within a year after t,heir previous conf'inement. 
(See table be1ow~) Our sample ~ended overwhelmingly (85%) 
to return to the,institution of most preVio~s hospitalization. 
Of,the 38 me~bers of the sample (74%) who were receiving 
medicat~~n ,prior to hosp1talizatlo~, 35 were responsible 
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for admlnlsterih~ and mon1tor1ng their own medications. 
TABLE If Prev10us Psychiatric Hospltallzut1ons 
Number Dammllsch WP. P. PDT TOTAL 
f f~ ! . f ! 
1-2 
3-4' 
5...6 
7-9 
lOt 
11 47 
·6 2a·1 
3. 12 
3 12 
19 
.3 
5 
0 
0 
70 
11 
19 
0 
0 
3,0 
9 
6 
J 
:3 
58 
18 
12 
'6 
6 
TOTAL 24 100 27). . 100· SI
• 
100 
TABLE III Jtlonths Since L~st Rosp1ta11zatlon 
Number D~tiunasoh 
1: % 
W~,f. PDT 
f'" %. 
TOTAL 
f % 
0-1 " 12 8 29 11 21 
2-3 . 
4-5 . 
6-8 
9-12 
'. 1 ;-18 
19-~4 
25-36 
S 
1 
1, 
:3 
0 
17 
21 
4 
4 
4 
12 
0 
4 
6 
:1 
J. 
.0 
2 
1 
15 
22 
11 
11 
0 
8 
4 
8 
11 
4 
·4 
1 
.; 
1 
16 
21 
8 
8 
~ 
.1.0 
2 
36+ 4· 17 0 0 4 8 
Don't know 2 9 0 0 2 4 
ToTAL .24 100 27' . 100 51 100 
In describing their living arra~gements immed1ately 
prior to hospitalization. J5~ of the subjects had been 
liv1ng alone.and l)~ had b.een living in room and boa.rd 
of group homes. 
TABLE IlIa Last Res1dence 
l~umber Pammasch . WI> •. P. 'PDT TO',rAL ~ 
f' % f % f. % 
Home 
-with parents 
-with sibling 
-with spouse·
-with chi;I.dren 
1 
1 
2 
1 
4 
4 
8 
4 
4 
'0 
3. 
1 
15 
0 
11 
'4 
5 
1 
5 
2 
10 
2 
10 
4 
-with spouse
& ehl1dren 
"'wi.th roommates 
-alone 
1 
1 
8 
4 
4 
)4 
2· 
4 
10 
7 
15 
J7 
) 
5 
18 
6' 
10 
35 
fioom & Board 
Group Home 
Halfway House 
Other . 
4 
l' 
0 
4 
.17 
4 
'0 
17 
2 
0 
0 
1 
? 
0 
0 
U­
6 
1 
o· 
S 
11 
2 
0 
10 
'fOTAL
'. I 24 100 27 1qO
,S .~1 100. : , 
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Group living experiences 
In an atte'mpt to discover the characteristics of 
their previous group living experiences, the subjects were 
queried concerning the details of these situations. Of the 
sample, 35% had lived in a room and 'board situation, group 
home or halfway house within the last ten years. Of this 
. , 
~roup'of 18 people, twelve (67%) had iived in room and 
board situation~, 'two (11%) in gro~p homes, and four (22%) 
in half~ay houses. Thirteen peopl~ (72%) report that 
one-fourth or less of their time ~as scheduled. Approximate­
ly 50% had some housekeeping responsibilities; approximately 
75% of this ·sample did not participate in Qooking or shop­
ping. Ivlore than,' 80% had responsibility for their personal 
tasks,' which included laundry and ,caring for room. 
Except in the cases of drink~ng and 'hours, most (61%) 
of these living ~1tuations did not'impose regulations on 
their inhabitants. In those cases ~here there were regula­
tions, the major1tr conSistently fe~t that. they were reason­
able. 
Approximately 48% reported' never participating in' social 
,or recreational ~Q~ivities; an addit1onal.40% reported only 
oooasional participation in these activities. 'Two-thirds 
of the 15 people who were on medica~ions self-administered 
the medication. ~even people repor~ed invo,lvement in 
psychotherapy and of these, 6 were' ~eceiving their therapy 
,r 
at a oo~un1ty agency while only on~ was recei~ing therapy 
at the site of her/hi~ l1ving sit~atipn. 
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, ,Thirteen subjects in this group (72%)' recorded them­
, I 
selves as unemployed during their .group experi~nces. Only' 
three p,ers'ons were receiving vocational counseling at this, 
time and only tW9 vocational training. Almost none of these 
subjects reported having received a,ssistance wi th money .. 
management, tran~~ortation, or s~op:p~ng. 
Ideal situation 
The entire sample of 51 patients was polled concern1ng 
the post-hosp1tal: s1tuation l'lhich ~l.'ley felt would best mee't, 
their needs. Thirty....one people (60%) wanted a living situ­
ation that featured permanence,_ S"ixty-three percent (63%) 
said they did not wish to live with their families. Forty­
eig~t percent (48%) stated the~ would like to 11ve with 
others, and an additional 26% sai~ they m1ght like to live 
with ,others,. dependi.ng on circumstances. When asked to 
express themselves as to why they would prefer to live with 
others, 11 people responded that th~y were e1ther fearful 
of isolation or that an isolated living situat10n contributed 
to a continuation and deepening of depressive states. Four 
people felt that group living would hamper their individu­
' 
ality. However, ,2; members of the ',sample 
. (45%) sa.id they , 
would not be ~illlng to live with others who-had been hospi­
talized, expressing' reasons including a need to deny their 
own psychiatric history and d1slike for and fear of other 
mentally or emotionally disturbed ~pd1viduals. Twenty~two 
percent (22,%) f?~ld th~y would be willing to live with others 
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who had beeri h9spitali~ed and 29% said that such a situation 
would depend on other factors including compatibility as 
the mo~t prevalent response. 
Of the entire group, 50% said they would like to live 
with four or fewer people; 70% expressed a desire for a 
private room. Seventy:"four perce~t (74%) said that they 
wanted very little or none of their time scheduled, and 90% 
stated they would pe willing ,to 'n~l~ with ,household chores. 
Almost all (96%) Jfere willing to aocept responsibility ,for 
tasks of persona~ maintenance. 
When faced with qu~stions concerning regulations. the 
sample group split almost evenly on acceptance of smoking 
regulations, a slight majority (51%) were willing to ,accept 
drinking regulations; onf-y 31% would a.ccept regulated hours, 
and only 2'1,70 would accept ,regulations concern1ng vislto.rs. 
One-third of the people wanted occasional social and recrea­
tional activi.ty with about 50% want,.ng to participate in 
these activities ~ore often. 
Approx,ima.tely three-fourths of ·the sample wanted psycho­
therapy. About as many wanted to Work e1ther full- or 
part-time. Fifty percent (50%) of '~he respondents from 
Dammasch wanted full-time employment whereas only 29% of 
those from Woodlanq. Park and Proyld~nce desired fuil-time" 
work. Gender did not seem to be a factor in desire for , I I 
\ 
full-time employment. since exact+y half of those patients 
~ampled at each tnstitll;t1on desir1n~ suc,h ~mployment were 
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women. Forty-three percent (43%) wanted vocatiohal train­
, ,ing ahd counseling. 
Questioning concerning a desire for help in such matters 
as money management, public transportation, and shopping 
elicited a generally negative response. Of the ~ubjects, 
39% said they would prefer to live in a residential neighbor­
hood, while 21% pf,eferred a rural setting,', 16% downtown, and 
only 10% suburb6~ ~iving. 
Discussion 
Seve~al aspects of the statistical results of the 
patient questio~aire appear 'significantly important to. 
warrant specia~ emphasis and additional speculation. 
One outstanding charaoteristic of the sampled patients 
is the fact that 75% were either single, separated, or di­
vorced. (Table included in Appendix) This infQrmation,' 
coupled w.ith the find1ngs ~hat 35% had been living alone 
and 48% had, no children, leads to 'speculation conoerning' 
lack of community and familial ties ,for these individuals 
which may have bearings on their recidivist tendencies. 
The absence of close interpersona1 s~pport in times of 
crisis tnay be ,a determining facto'r influencing. re-hos,pital­
ization. 
Approximately,half (51%) of th,e total 'sample were 
35 years of age o~ younger, which may 1ndicate an inadequacy 
and/or insufficiency of 'resources and services for this 
age grotl:p" ."If-.. 
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The finding, that 74% of the sample were receiv1ng 
medication prior to hosplt~lization and that, of these, 
92% were responsible for administering their own medica­
tions, may imply that medication ,regimes were not being 
carried out as prescribed. A proper level of the appropr1­
ate psychoactive medication can often control psychotic 
~nd depressiv~ tendencies. 
The high rate (74%) of rec,-d1vism within one year of 
discharge indicates that the, first year, and particularly 
the first six months, follo~ing psychiatric hospitalization 
is a critical period for the ex-patient, during which time 
appropriate. se~v~ces " resources and support may be crucial. 
When re-hospitallzed, 85% of the sample' had retu~ned 
to the institution where they had last been hospitalized. 
As stated in the theoretical framework set forth in the 
introduction, a lifelong lack of personal and community 
opt1ons. often in. addition to limi~~d financial·resouroes. 
is oharacteristio of chronio ment~l patients. High rate of 
return. to place of last hospital~zat1on could be a man1fest­
f 
ation of this lack of pers'onal po~er and/or actual alter­
natives. It ~igp~ also be seen as·a desire to return' to a 
'safe, fam11iar env+ronment which· offers the companionship, 
security and support tne individual might 'be needing in 
the oommunity. 
This same characteristio may also have influenced 
patient· Tesponses ooncern1ng an 1de~1 po~t-hospltal 
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situation. if one's r~nge of life 'exper~ences and options 
has been severely limited, one's capacity to projeet ways 
to satisfy unmet needs may also be ilmlted. 
In this area, the sampled gr~up stressed the importanoe 
of privacy and a desire to have their time unstructured, 
two factors which may indicate. a strong need ,for personal 
r'reedom and autonomy. This indica,tlon, coupled with a. 
strong desire to work, to part1cipa~e in soclal and recrea­
tional aotivitl~s, and not to recetve assistance with daily 
'living skills, could point to a·desire to conform to 
societal expectations for "normal" funct10nlng and may not 
be realistic. 
Professional Questionnaire 
Quest10nnalres were distributed by mail to forty-seven 
professionals wo:r,klng with ex-mental pat1ents, 'in varioUs 
phases of their a~justment to community living. (See 
"Definitions" for a de~crlpt1on of the term "mental health 
i 
~ 
; professionals" as used here.) Thirty questionna1res were 
j 
j 
I returned. Tbe data we're tabulated and percentages of 
I responses, Were co~puted. A complete set of tabled responses 
I' and a 'sample questionnaire are inc1~ded' 1n the Appendix. 
The multiple choice response section of the question­
naire was'conducted entirely under the rubric of rat1ng a 
ser1es of items, on their relative importance in fac1litat1~g 
~ommunity adjus~ment of the ex-mental patient. The 'five 
• , I, 
choioes' for eacb item werel ~'verY'·1~p~;q:·ta:nt,h·. "fa.irly 
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impor,tant,; tt "moderately important... "somewhat 1mportant," 
and t'not important, II in that order. At the end of the 
'questionnaire, the respondents were given the opportunity 
to answer two open-ended questions concerning factors 
critical in community adjustment .nd planning of living
I { arrangements for the target populat~on. ' 
I 
! 
I In the pres~nt~tion of this data which follows, s'elec­1 
I 
I tion has ,been ~de of tho~e respon$es wh1ch seem statisti­
I cally most sugge~~lve and pertine~~. 
i 
I 
Ranked responses 
The respondents placed a relat1vel~ high level of 
importanee on el~ven areas in the questionnaire. Of the 
,30 respondents ,66% ranked as fairly or very +mportant '1?he 
necessity of having the client,' s time structured a.nd 90% 
ranked as fa1rly or very important; involving the individual 
in the planning ,of his/her own schedule of,those daily, activ­
ities. In fact, two-thirds of the respondents ranked this 
client involvement as very important. Also receiving high 
. ' 
marks -' a '.90% ranking of fairly or 'very important - was the 
o~ortunity, for client particlpat1qp 1n social and recrea­
tional activttles. Participation:~n educational/cultural 
'activities received a 60% ranking of fairly and very lmpo~-
tant. The respondents expressed a general agreement as to 
the significance of finding employm~~t for ex-patients and 
providing them With vocational ooun$eling and training. , 
Sev'ent'y ,percent, (70%) of, the profes~ional~ agreed that 
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.1ndividual'~articipation in the development of house rules 
withih group living situations was fairly and very impor;" 
tant.S~cla11zation and training ln areas of money manage­
ment and use of public transportatfon gained high expres­
sions of importance, significantly more so than the items 
of socialization in meal planning, grocery, snopping and 
household maintenance, all of which rece~ved responses ' 
ranking them as distinctly less important. Professionals 
also ranked high+y' access'to psychotherapy. 
Living with other people r~ceiyed a high rankingr 76% 
rating 'it fairly or verY 'import'ant, however, 66% ranked 'as 
not' or somewhat ~mportant the possibility, of the ex-patient 
iiving'with'other people who have had mentai problems. 
Living with people who have not had mental problem's was' 
ranked not or somewhat important by 50%. 
,Seventy percent (70%) of the respondents rated as 
j 
I 
I fairly or very i'mp~rtant the maintenance of social contact 
! 
I 
I 
between the clle~t and his/her family, and 56~ rated as 
fairly or very 1mp,?r,tant social contact with people who have 
not had mental problems. In contrast, 46% 'rated as not or, 
\ somewhat 1mportant, soeial contact ~1th other ex-patients. 
Individual privacy and the comfort and attractiveness 
of the living fac1.lity gained a mixed reaction, with most 
respondents feeling that these items were only moderately 
important. 
In responding to the,two op~n-~~ded questions ehich 
comp;te~e4 the que~tlonna.1re t at leas,t 80% of t~e respondents 
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contributed .further remarks concerning the aftercare needs 
Qf the target popuiation. 
Open-ended responses 
Responses to the two open-ended questionnaire 1t~ms, 
regarding critica.l fact"ors in ,successful' commun1ty adjust­
ment a.nd suggestTons for "plann1ng liv1ng arrangements, 
tended to overlap ~ Therefore, in discussing thi's section 
of the questio~~r~, responses to ~nese "two final ques~ions 
have been combin~d. Twehty-five p~ople answered this 
seotion, themes they expressed ar~"presented in the follow­
ing discussion. 
\ Responses have been divided ihto four general areas. 
i 
I Pre-discharge planning was an issue addressed by' f ourt'een ,
I 
I 

I 
I 
l 
respondents. Individualized planning, which considers , 

clients' goals and needs and inclUdes maximal client partici­

I pation in the pro~ess, was mentioned repeatedly as an es~eB­
I 
I 
I tial pre-requistte to community adjustment. Selection of a 
I 'living arrang,ement most congruent ~ith a person's capabili.. 
I 
, ' " I ties and n~eds was noted as an important part of discharge 
i 
planning~ Some respondents recommended pre-placement trial 
visit"$; others" said direct oontact If+th operators and 
, ' 
knowledge o'f faclli t1es was crucial for staff involved in' 
discharge,plannin~. Adequate planning must also ,include 
linking ~he c11ent with his/her local community mental health 
program prior to d~scharge, as well a.s. teaching the .client 
about her/hiS ~edi¢a.t1ons.
.... . 
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Fo~rteen people provided comments related ~o post-' 
hospital residential facilities, a second category of re­
sponses. Lack of sufficient suitable housing, resources 
was frequently noted. Five respondents cited need for a 
larger number of structured group and/or roqm and board 
situations (espe~1ally in Washingto~, Clackamas and 
Columbia counties), and emphasized the importanoe of having 
housing options 'like halfway hous~~ so clients are ~ot 
always, forced to :return t'o family '~1t~ations. Respondents 
also stre$sed that boarding home operators ,need more support 
and guidance in wo~king with ex-patients; some suggested 
on-going contact between operators, and staff of mental 
health agencies. Five respondents regarded 7;nedicatibt:l 
s~pervision as a necessary function of the,facility staff. 
Comments pro~ided by twelve people addressed psycho­
logical qualiti~s necessary in,a resocializat10n environment. 
Clients must be treated as responsible human beings; 
self-determination should be emppasized. Planning is essen­
tial. 'clients must be involved in q,eveloping their oWn, 
individualized programs. For soc1alizat'~on to 'occur, a, 
client needs people who oare,cons1stently oVer a period of 
time, and re~ssu~ance that it is possible to stay out of 
th~ hospital. A clierit needs supportive, realistic relation­
sh.i'ps with people' ,who respect his/her limitations and who 
encourage growth. PUblic education to increase 'understanding 
and acc~ptarice of e~-patlents' beha~1or is offered as a 
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way to facilitate resocialization. Involving families or, 
other - su~port systems'in,po~t-hospit~llzatibn treat­
ment was also recommended. 
The area of community resources, a fourth category, 
was addressed by thirteen people. Follow-up care was 
viewed as essential in ma.intafning ex-patients in the commu­
ntt'y. ~he most frequently cited aspect of follow-up was 
medicat1o~ monltor~ng. Participatlon in mental health 
program serVices, particularly s~o1.a11zation groups, was 
< '. ','
highiy recommended. Day treatment pro~rams and outreach 
servioes were offered as suggestio'ns for faoi~itating 
community adjustment of menta~ly and emotionally disturbed 
clients. E1ght respondents pOinted to the absolute neoes­
sity of knowing what resouroes exist and ~ow to gain access 
to the se'rvices they provide. , 
Not ing problems confr"ont ing clients in d.ealing with a 
maze of eommuntty agencies, several respondents suggested 
s1mplif~ing the n~twork and/or prov1d~ng advocates to help 
clients negotia:~e, the system. Pos~~ble u,se' of oommunity 
volunteers' was mentioned in this regard. Finally, in 
, ' 
thinking about ~ommunity resources. people stressed the need 
for better interagenoy, ooordination. Extensive liaison, 
linking all ele~ents of clients' support systems, is, 
necessary to effective oommunity treatment. 
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Comparison of Patient and Professional Responses 
One'of the initial research assumptions in this study 
was that opinions of patients and mental health profes­
sionals might differ as to the ex-p~tient·s needs in 
adjusting to oommunity life. The discussion which follows 
presents a comparison of responses to the patient and 
professional ques~lonnaires. 
Patients and ~ental health p~ofessionals consistently 
agreed on the l1!lp~rtance of the fol~owlng variables in 
facilitating conrinunity adjUstment I living with other peo'ple J 
accessibility 'of psychotherapy; vocational counseling, 
training and employment; and participation in social and 
recre'atj:onal activities. 
Several items elicited opposing opinions from patient 
and professional respondents. Patients generally expressed 
little or no desire to have their time s~ructured'or to 
have assi~tan~e in socialization ~k.ills such as money manage­
ment and use of p~blfc transportation. In contrast, pro­
fessiona~ opinion strongly maintai~ed that time structuring 
and socializatlo~ skills development are important in adjust­
ment to community ~iving. As mentioned ear~ier, the patients' 
negative response to these options might reflect desires for 
conforming to societal norms and having personal freedom. 
The professional. stance on these items may well be more 
realistic, as it is based on exper~ence with a wide range 
of ex-patients. 
j , 
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Two additional factors mentioned in the profeSsionals' 
open-ended responses were support~d by data from the . 
patients' questionnaires. It was found that 74% of the 
patient sample was taking medicat1.on prior to hospitaliza­
tion, and t~at 92% of these people were administering their 
own medications. This finding may imply that medication 
programs were not being accurately followed. Professionals 
stressed need for ~qnitoring meqication and teaching patients 
,the importance of,' following their ~e4ication regim~s. 
Finally , patient responses, as dis·cussed previously, might 
reflect desires for personal freedom and autonomy. Profes­
sionals stated repeatedly tha~ clients must be given respon­
sibility and must ,be involved in planning their own programs. 
Existing Resources. 
As stated earlier in this chapter in the methodology 
1 
section, several agencies which 'pr~vide services to j 
\ . 
·1 
ex-patients in Region I were conta~ted in order to ascertain 
what resources cur~ently exist for this population. A de­
scription of, the findings follows.' 
Mental Health Pr~srams 
The Multnomah 'County Mental Health Program is divided 
into five ·catchment areasl four are served by County Mental 
Health Progralns and one ~rea, North Portland, is served on 
a contractual basis by Delaunay Ins~itute for Mental Health. 
'. ' Cla.bkama~, Washing1!ort and Columbia couJ?ttes are respectively 
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served by McLoughlin Mental Health Center, Tualatin Valley 
Guidance Clinic,'and Columbia County Family Counseling 
Center, Inc. 
All of the programs are currently providing services 
to former patients regardless of whether their hospitaliza­
tion was voluntary or a result of court commitment. None 
of the -programs 1~ routinely notified when a person from 
its catchment area is hospi ta1ize¢t voluntarily, and notice 
~.. ~. 
of discharge of ~p~8e patients is ~r~en dependent upon 
whether the center made the initial referral to the hospi­
tal and/or whether the individual. requires me~ication 
follow-up through the center. :~hen medio.ation follow-up 
is required, it is. ofte~ arranged by t~~ hospital social 
service department prior to patient discharge.
',' 
• I f ~ "! ~ 
Court committed 
'\
patients diff.er i,n th,at they are as­
.. 
c' 
signed a monitor at. the time o~ c.O~itment ,to the Men'tal 
.' 
Health Division,' arid· the monitor Sho.u1d be aware of admis­
sion and disch~r~~ and a~so be inv~~ved in program planning 
for the 'patient ~uring all phases of ~is/her invo1ve~ent 
with the mental ~ea.lth system. 
Admission of ,discharged volunt~ry patients not requir­
ing medication supervision 1n most c~ses does not differ 
from admission of other individuals in the community seek­
ing mental healtn program services. The client -ill 
. . 
normally c~ll or come into the center ~o make an aPPointment. 
Depending on the program, the patien~ may be seen immediately 
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or wait as long as four weeks for h1s/her f1rst apPointment. 
(The usual waiting period is'from one to three weeks.) The 
services available'to the former patient are the same as 
for the program population as a whole; although some of the 
centers have ~roups geared more spec1f1cally to the needs 
of the deinstitutionalized patient'. 
Tualatin Valley quidance Clintc has greater awareness 
of pat1ents from ~ts catchment area who are admitted to 
Dammasoh State Ho~pi~al, since a ps~ehiatrist from the 
clinic goes to the hospital regularly to see patients from 
that county. This used to be the policy at Claokamas and 
is likely to be re-instituted in the near fUtijre. 
After making contact with the Washington County program 
the pat~ent is asked to attend an orientation seSSion which 
is run twice weekly by two volunteers. The clients are 
~iven information,regardi~g'program services and procedures, 
and asked to complete an application form which describes 
their p~oblem and history. - This fQ~m is then used to 
determine the most appropriate therapy and therapist for the 
client. This intake procedure' is tpe same regardless of 
whether the ind~vtdual apply~ng for services has been hos­
pitalized or not. A first appolnt~ent will be soheduled 
within three to f1,ve days. 
The ,procedure differs somewha~ in Columbia County 
where ori~ staff member qf the new Columbia County Day Treat­
ment Program makes weekly visits to Dammasoh; she oontacts 
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patients from Columbia County and partic1pates in,discharge 
. planning. Follow-up and appropriate referrals are a~ranged 
th!ough the Day Treatment Program. 
Medication supervision is also being handled differently 
in this county. Due to poor transportation resources within 
the county, an agreement has been made with some pharmacists 
in the area that C~nter clients ~.y p1ck up their medica­
tions one or two ~1mes per week at the pha~ma~y, rather than 
going into the Ce~ter. If a clien~ -fails to come in for 
,his/her medication~ the pharmacist' contacts the client by 
phone; if t~e client still does not come in, the pharmaoist 
oontacts- the Center. This· system ·has been 1).sed ~ffectively 
with antabuse and is just beginn1ng to be 1mplemented witb 
psychotropic medications. 
,Day Treatment 
r 
There are f~ur day treatment programs currently ope~at-
" 
ing in Region I. P!ov1dence Hosp1tal's Day'Treatment Program, 
Mount Tabor Per~o~l and Family Se~ices Day Treatment Pro­
gram, Clackamas County Day Treatment J and Columbia County 
Family Counseling Genter, Inc. Day.T:reatmen~. Plans are now 
being developed for similar county p~ogram~.in Washington 
and Multnomah counties. 
Providence Pay Treatment Program is the largest program,
. , 
serving approximately seventy clien~s. Not all olients are 
involved in the program all day or, every day. A specific 
program is negotiated for each lndiv+dua~, and clients 
i 
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average about Six hours per week in day treatment. The 
daily schedule 'includes morning and afternoon groups, skill 
tra1n1ng in meal'preparat1on, occupat1onal and recreational 
therapies, and individual therapy when appropriate. This 
program is based on a personal growth model, and ~herapy 
groups are oriented toward dealing with r.esolution of such 
issues as grief a~d anger. Clients tend to remain in the 
program less tnan six months and in most cases do not have 
a prolonged history Of mental dist~fbance. 
The Mount Tabor Personal and Family Services Day 
Treatment Program has a capacity of twenty clients and 
normally operates with about half this number. Like the 
Providence program, most referrals come from private hos­
pitals, private' mental health professionals and community 
agencies. Participation may vary from two half days per 
week to five full days, depending upolJ. the ne.eds of the 
client. This program also offers group therapies, occupa­
tional and recreat1.onal therapies,' daily living skills and 
assertiveness training. Most clie~ts remain in the ,program 
less than six months. Both Provide~ce and Mount Tabor are 
private programs; the fee requirements may eliminate pe~ple 
who could benefit from such services. 
Clackamas County Day Treatme~t Program serves approxi­
matelY,twenty-five regular clients ~ho attend at least once 
a week, and a total clientele of about fifty. The p~ogram 
operates two ful+ and two half days per week. Most'clients 
I 
I 
, ! I 
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are former hospital patients, and many. have their first 
. 
I 
1 
contact with the,progr~m prior.to discharge, a process 
1 
I facilitated bY,Dammasch state Hosp1tal soclal workers who bring prospective clients to the program for an initial 
orientation. Programming includes: a daily living skills 
group fo! long-term clients, activity groups, growth groups, 
guest speakers, house meeting·s, and free time. The program' 
emphasizes social+zation. Averag~ length of stay in the 
program ls one yea.r. ' 
Columbia County Family Counseling Center Day Treatment 
Program began operat1on in mid-February, 1976 and thus is 
still in its infancy. This program is de'signed for a maxi­
mu~nf ten' clients ranging in age from 18 to 55. The 
regular program operates two days a week and p~ovides group 
therapy, socialization, and skil,ls tra1ning. In add1 tion, 
monthly evening family meetings are planned., 
The staff at th+s day treatment program plan to 
function in other c~pacities, which d1ffers from similar 
programs in the R.eglon. As stated, in addition to regular 
program responsib,illtles, they,will contact patlents from 
the county currer}t~y at Dammasch and' develop plans for thefr 
re-entry into the community. In some cases this may mean 
day treatment and in others, help with housing or job place­
ment. They plan ,to work with publiP health nurses, Children's. 
Services Dlvisio~' and vocational rehabilitation, and hope 
to estab~ish and maintain contact, with nursing homes, 
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ministers and lawyers. They hope that the~r services will 
be seen as an alternative to hospitalization in court 
commitment proceedings. 
Welfare 
o. j 
The Public Welfare Division in Mu1tnomah County 
maintains liaison workers who are assigned to each psychi~ 
atric hospital ip the Region and are _r~sponsib1e for the 
assessment of pat~eritst need~ ~t th~ time. of discharge~ 
pro~ram planning, and the imple~ent~tion of the initial 
" . 
phases of that plan. The case is then transferred to a 
follow-up worker-in the area where the 'pattent will be 
living. 
If the ex-mental patient is receiving Welfare benefits, 
he/she may be eligible for a basic ~oom and board payment of 
$153 and may recei'Ve addltlo~a1 "serV"lce payments," which 
could provide for additional supervision' or treatment, such 
as day treatment. There are four types of facilities to 
, ' 
which Welfare provides payments. I).Room and Board Faci1itie~, 
which ho~se less than six residents and provide no additional 
services; 2) Adult Foster Homes, slt~ations in which one or 
two residents live in a home enVironment, usually with 
family or friends; J) Group Foster Care Homes which have 
three to five residents and provide room and board plus 
some services; 4).Group Care Homes which. provide facilities 
'fo-r larger groups, these must be lioensed, with regulations 
similar to those applied to homes for the aged. 
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At one ti~e, We~fare maintained a register of all 
facilities which. met fire and safety regu1a~io~s. However, 
there was no guarantee provided by the Welfare Division 
that these "approved" facilities would be used in lieu of 
other facl1itie~ and home prov1ders gradually stopped 
cooperating with the D1vision. . 
Presently, plans exist, although they have not been 
implemented, to cr~ate a "facility prof1le" that would list 
every facility with information on the type of r~sidence, 
the age and kind of·residents, services provided, and the 
phys'ical layout. 
Because most of the alternative l1ving s1tuations in 
,Region I are in Mu1tnomah County, Welfare liaison workers 
place most clients regardless of county of or1gin. In cases 
where clients are being discharged into other counties, 
these workers contact the Welfare office there. 
Curren~ly Public Welfare lists 174 Aduit Care Homes 
and estimates there are probably many more of which they 
are unaware. There are six officia+ group homes and one 
ha1fwaY'house in RegiQn II Alter~a~1ve living is particu­
larly sparse in th~ outlying count1e~ where most alternat1ve 
faci11ties are geared to the needs of' the aged. 
.CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The purpose of this literature review is to explore 
the issue of community care provision for people experi­
enc1ng mental or·e~otlonal disturb~ces. Recent mental 
health care trends, wh1c~ de-empha~~ze th~ effeotiveness of 
inst1tut1onal treatmeht have resu~ted in greater numbers 
of ex-hosp1tal patients res1ding in 100a1 oommu~1t1es •. 
Based on the current assumpt10n that local treatment is 
potent1ally more effect1ve than hosp1~al treatment, oommu~ 
nities are increas1ngly responsible for meeting the mental 
health needs of formerly hosp1talized people. This sh1ft 
1n serv1ce delive!y approach has created cons1derab1e oon­
fusion, and has prompted a re-exam:1nat1on of ntental health 
needs, existing serv1ces, and pr1Qrities. 
To better understand the emergence of this current 
commun1ty care iss~e, the literatur~ review beg1ns by de­
velop1ng an historical perspectiv~ on mental health trends 
in the United States. DiscusSion· of mental health oare 
prior to enactment of community ~ental health legislation 
1s intent1ona1ly brief. Discuss19n ~f community mental· 
health, the· orientation launched ~~ 1963 is more extens1ve, 
as the issue of oommunity Oare for ~x-patients 1s a direct 
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outgrowth of this most recent approach to service delivery. 
After placing community care in 'historical 'perspective and 
present1~g some critIcal commentary on community mental, 
health, the review focuses on local alternatives to insti­
tutionalization. This subsection 'presents models of alter­
native mental health care systems ·which aim ,to ease commu­
nity adjustment' t~rough provision of essential services 
and support. It should be noted'th~t a scarcity of publi­
cations addressing, this relatively new area of community 
care for ex-patients prompted researchers to request relevant 
informatton from the other forty-nine states. The 'model 
presentation section draws heavily on materials supplied 
by meptal health departments of other states. 
Historical Perspective 
Dorothea Dix's campaigns in the United States during 
the 1840's established state-supported mental hospitals 
based on the humane private psychiatric hospital model. 
These state hospitals, in which underfunding and overcrowd­
ing caused a dete~ioration in the q~~lity of care, remained, 
until very recently, the primary type of mental health 
facili,ty. By World War' II state mental hospitals were 
essentialiy proviq.ing custodial care for much of the. insti­ 1 
1 
tutionalized population. l 
1 	Bernard L. Bloom, Community Mental Health: A Historical 
and Critical AnalYsis (Morr1stown, N.J.s-aeneral Learn­
ing Pr~§s~ 1973), p. 5.' 
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The federal, government's limited involvement in 
mental health pr10r to World War II ipc1uded a 1920's effort­
to establish community child guidanoe olinics, support of 
several hospitals for psych1atric and drug-addicted patients, 
a~~ VA ,psych1atr1c hospitals. These eff~rts could be con­
sidered a precursor to the current oommunity mental health 
movement. The National Nenta1 Health Act of 1946 required 
the federal governm~nt to sponsor research on mental i11ness. 2 
Dissatisf~~tiQn with Unite~ States menta1'hea1th 
services was widespread by the 1950's. Three developments 
of this decade paved the way for state hospital reform. 
Introduction of psychoactive drugs allowed more effective 'I 
I 
patient treatment, relaxed security, and earlier releases. 
Use of "therapeutic communities," an orientation which I 
creates democratiC patient-staff groups to enhance communi­
cation, increased treatment effectiveness. Finally, use of 
geographic decentralization, a po1l,cy of housing patients 
in wa~ds accordin~ to their home co~unit1es, facilitated 
communication between hospital and, 90mmunity'agencies. 
Following these innovations mental hospital census declined 
nationally, more patients were ad~1tted annually, but average 
1en~th of stay decreased.) 
During the tl~e hospital innovations were being 
2 .I!UJi., p. 8. 
3 Ibid. , p. 8. 
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initiated, the federal government reacted to national 
i pressure to improve mental health services. Congress 
! 
I 	 passed the ,~ental Health Study Act in 195:5, which c'reated, 
the Joint C'ommission on Ivlental Illness and Health, to 
\ 
I 
I 	
study the ·'huma.n' and economic problems of mental illness ... 4­
Acti~n for Menta~ Health (1961) presented the Commission's 
ii, conclusions 	that more and better mental health'services,I 
I 	 research and traiplng were needed. ,aecommendations included 
! 	 improvement and e~panslon of alr~~dy-existing services, as, 
well as establishment of outpa.tient community mental health 
clinics. 
Community Mental Health Movement 
Motivated by the Joint Commission's recommendations and 
by a personal coromitment to improv'e mental health and mental 
retardation'services, President Kennedy (1963) advised 
Con~ress to take what 'he termed a "bold new approach" by 
adopting the followi~g'national goa~= to establish compre­
hensive community mental health centers in all communities, 
so every American could have access'to quality se;vices. 5 
The Community Mentai Health ,Canters 'Act (1963) launched 
the most recent innovation in United States mentgl health 
4 1...Q1.g,., p. 	9. 
; 5 John F. Kennedy, Message from the President of the United 
States Relative to Mental Illness and Mental Retardation,I 88th Congress, Fit$t S~ssion, U.S! Horise of Representatives Documen~ .Number.' 58 (Wash1ngton, D.C.: Un1ted States Govern-
I ment P:ririt1ng Off!ce, 1963) t p. 2- ~. ' 
1 
I 
I 
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care. A guiding assumption of thi~ orientation was that 
merital health services provided within communities would 
be more effective than tradition~l institutional treatment. 
The short~term goal of community mental health was to pro­
vide a wide range of services and a continu.ity of care for 
all people with ~motional problems. Equal availability 'of 
services to all wa~ specified in an effort to halt the 
practice of sendin~ the poor to state institutions while 
the rich'purchaseq,more attractive '~reatment. Long-term 
goals of community mental health included promotion of 
positive mental health and prevention,of ~ental illness. 
Target popula~ions were specified by the founding legis­
lation; however, methods of approaching the problem were' 
expressed only generally. Actual treatment and residential 
models were left unspecified,'and development was postponed 
until individual states could act under the rubric of 
u
"innovation. 
, Community mental health developed as an attempt to 
improve a wide'ly-cri ticized service delivery system; it 
was intended to be quite different from traditional clinical 
practice, To fu~ther define the co~unity mental health 
concept. some of i~s prescribed cha+acteristlcs are de­
scribed in the fol~owing paragraph. ' 
Community mental health empha~ized service provision 
withi~ the community rather than an institution. Its 
theoretical base differed from earlier mental he'a1th 
\ 
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orientations in that community mental health viewed mental 
disturbance as a social problem, and as the responsibility 
of ' a total communlty.6 ,Services were to be available for 
disturbances ranging from mild to severe, Community 
mental health encouraged innovative techniques capable of 
helping more people more quickly than traditional method.s, 
It also urged innovation in person~powerl use of para­
professionals was recommended as ~ way to involve community 
residents and to ease financia.l pr~psure,' The orientatton 
,stressed indirect services, including consultation and 
education, rather than'direct services. Two public health 
concepts embedded in the community mental health approach 
were an emphasis on preventive ra.ther than therapeutic 
services. Instead of assuming the source of mental illness 
always lay within the individual, community mental health 
recognized the societai contribution to mental disturbance 
and sought ·to identify sources of stiress wi thin communities. 
Finally, the com~unity mental healt~ movement emphasized 
a rational' planning process, and compre,hensive progratnming 
for entire POPul~ti~ns. 7,8 These ,tactics were incorporated 
() 	 Nicholas,Hobbs, "Mental Healtl'?-'s Third Revolution," 
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, XXXIV (October, 1964), 
p. 822. 	 " " 
7 	Bloom, Community Mental Health, p. 1-2. 
8 	Dorothy Miller, "Consultation Workshop. Consolidation of 
NIJvIH Grant ,It (unpublished report·" Portland Oregon, Portland 
State University, SchoOl of SOCial Work. i974) , p. 19-20. 
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in the community·mental health approach in an attempt to 
alleviate inadequacies and to improve the national mental 
health care system~ 
Grltique of Community Nentai Health 
Almost every new program elicits advocate and adversary 
opinion. Critical commentary is presented in this literature 
review because much community menta~ health criticism 
directly and i~dir~ctly addresses the focal·issue of this 
entire study, c~mm~n~ty care for. p~~pie"with mental and 
emotional disturbances. 
Given the general nature of the founding legislation, 
it is not surprising that one attack on the community mental 
health appro"ach is that major confusion regarding relation­
ships among different levels of administration and various 
agencies abounds. Lack of clearly defined agency boundaries 
and relat.ions ha~ resulted in inef'ficient service provision. 
Frequently, services overlap and energy is wasted because 
there is no agreement designating ~pecific agency responsi­
bility for specific problems. 9•lO Another facet of.this 
problem is that clients are often needlessly shuffled betw~en 
a~encles in pursu~~ of needed services. Inadequate 
9 Alfred J .. Kahn, Studies on Social POltO and Planning 

(New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1969r• p. 33. 

Franklin D. Chu and Sherland Trqtter. The Madness Establish­
ment: Ral h Nader's Stud Grou He ort on the National 
Institute of Mental Health York' Grossman Publishers.1974),··p. 32. . 
10 
coordination of social' services i's not a direct ,outgrowth 
of community mental health; however, rather than alleviating 
the problem, community mental health, with its focus on 
community care, has compounded it. 
Much criticism is aimed at the failure of community 
mental health to devise innovative treatment approaches. 
Critics point to the fact that com~un1ty mental health 
pro~rams are domtnated by'mental health professionals, and, 
contend. that ",community mental health" is nothing more than 
~ - : ~ . 
a new label for conventional psychiatry.ll The movement is 
further condemned on the basis that service d'elivery and 
or~anizational structure are defi~ed by the nature of 
mental health professions, the medical model, and pre-existing 
agencies, ,rather than by a community' s problems .12 
A common attack says that prevailing traditional 
clin~cal practices, which are geared to middle class clients, 
are often irrelevant to the poor., Thus, community services 
remain less accessible to lower class 'clients, who continue 
to reach, state ~~stitutions.lJ Another exclusionary, 
char~e levelled against community mental health ,programs 
is t~at they ten~ to treat people with minor disturbances, 
people who are li~ely to recover quickly, "perhaps even ' 
11 Ibid~. p. 203. 
12 Bloom, Community ~1ental Health, p~ 23-25. 
13 Franklin Chu and Sharland Trotte~, The Madness Establish­
ment, p. 91. 
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without treatment. The position asserts that, because 
communi~y services are not geared to their needs, more 
severely disturbed people are either institutionalized 
or forced to fend for themselves. 14 
Reduction in institutional census was facilitated 
by hospital innovations of the 1950's, which are described 
above. The community mental healt~ emphasis on keeping , I 
people in their own' localities, ~ather than confining 
them to institutions. has continued this trend and increased 
the numbers of emotionally disturbed people l'n communities. 
In 1963, the national state hospital 'census was 505,000; 
in 1973 it had fallen to 249,000. 15 This shift of patients 
from hospitals to communities has 'not been overwhelmingly 
successful. Fewer hospital beds are occupied at any given 
,1time, and average stays are shorter; however, readmission 
rate,s have increased'. 
Maxwell Jones argues that co~unity mental health was 
based more on politics and economics than on concern for 
the chronic mentally ill. He say~ the federal government 
assumed communities could care for thousands of mental 
patients who up to this time were institutionalized in 
large .state hospi tals. tiThe race tq 'reha.bilitate' chronto 
14 Bloom, Communlt¥ Mental He&lth,' p. 27. 
15 I'1axwell Jones, "Community Care for Chronic Mental Patients~ 
The Need for ~ ~eassessment," Hospital. and Community 
Ps¥ch1atry, xxyr (February, 1975), p. 95. 
I 
patients was on, and state hospitals vied with each other 
-to lower their bed-occupancy rates.,,16 States did not 
request adequate information before supporting the -shift 
from hospital to community because political and economic 
pressure to reduce tax burdens by lowering hospital census 
was so strong. Thus, the public was not sufficiently pre­
pared and communities have not been able to accommodate 
the numbers of patients being disonarged to them. Insuf­
ficient interm~diate facilities anq ~~rvices, as well as 
staff capable 'an~ willing to provide them, pose serious 
nationally-occurring problems. Al~rmingly high rectdivism 
rates, conservatively estimated at fifty percent, reflect 
communities' current inability ·to provide adequate services 
for this chronic ~opulation. 
16 Ibi~, p. 95. 
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Alternative Models 
The following pages describe models which can be used 
as alternatives to hospitalization. Presentation is divided 
into residential options, services or treatment options, 
and comprehensive alternative models. The order in which' 
they a.ppear'is in no way indicative' o'f researchers' priorities. 
Residential Options 
Fa.irweather Lodge 
The task-group community lodge is a model developed 
in 1969 by George Fairweather, to 'create a community living 
option for chronic patients. The lodge model incorporates 
Fairweather's task group approach, which involves. 1) pro­
vision of meaningful, rewarding, clearly specified tasks 
and roles that require interdependence and division of 
labor among group 'members; 2) seque~tial ordering of tasks 
congruent wi th tasks required in c'ommunity living, :3} hier­
archical group structure providing opportunities for growth 
and achievement; 4) incentives and group rewards for succes~ 
ful grou,p performances; 5) members' power to make decisions 
regarding their own behavior; 6) supportive group member­
ship; and 7) emphasis on human growth through living learn­
ing experiences. l 7 
17 	D.N. Daniels, A.B. Zelman, and J,H. Campbell, "Community 
Based Task Groups in Recovery of ?1ental Patients," 
Archives of Gen~ral. Psychlatr:{, ~I (1967), ,p. 21.5. 
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This task-group approach was first used on hospital 
wards to remotivate chronic pat1ents to return to community 
life. Finding that community stay is more rel,ated to sup­
portive living conditions in the commun1ty than the hos­
pital, Fairweather developed the community lodge model. 
Members of a lodge initially receive extensive supervision 
I 
I 
i from an experience~ professional. Supervision 1s gradually 
I 
I 
decreased; fina+ly the members' gp~erning body becomes 
I 
I totally responsib~~ for lodge ope~a~ions. The community
, 
living si tuatlon requires certain 'features s, there must be 
, 
1, 	
vertical mobility through whatever differentiated social 
structures exist;, and a communication syst'em must be 
established·which overcomes the status difference between 
p~tient and professional. 18 
One example' of this lodge model is the Williamsburg 
Living Project in Virginia, which ~egan in 1969. The ten 
female patients whQ were selected -for this project spent' 
five months living in a semi-autonomous unit at the hos­
pital and being tr~lned as nurses" aides, food service 
workers and motel ~aids. Then they moved into a rented 
house and, with "job-finding help fro~ the Department of 
Voca.tional Rehabilitation, began working", A mental health 
professional holds weekly,meetings with lodge residents 
18 
et al., Commun1ty Life for the 
to Institutional Care 
22. " 
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in which practical problems are d~scussed, Residents have 
meetings to organize shopping,- housekeeping and cooking tasks, 
They are also active in formulating rules and in deciding to 
invite new members into their hou~e, After three year~ of 
operat1on, of the twenty-five clients who had entered the 
program, thirteen were living independently, nine were in 
the program, and 'three had been rehosp1talized ,19 
Panta Rhei is a lodge-type program in Cleveland, Ohio 
which aims to prom~te personal gro~t~ for people stagnated 
. . 
by institutionalization. Clients ·live in cooperative board­
ing homes which provide a support group context- for relearn­
ing living skills, Panta Rhel also provides job training, 
work adjustment, and 'extended sheltered employment in the 
agency office and in office cleaning, shoe repair, and sign 
engraving businesses developed by the agency,20 
Fairweathe~·s.research indic~tes that -the lodge model 
leads to longer ~ommunity tenure .an~ employment experiences 
than traditional ~ftercare.21 A related finding is that 
·'not only did the lodge society enl,1a.nce community adjust-· 
ment of all members, b~t it also had a comparatively 
19 	Glenn Shean, itA Social Learning'4pproach to Community 
Living for Chronic Mental Patien~s," Proceedings of the 
BlstAnnual Convention of the American Psychological
issoclation, VIII 
-
(1973), p. 436~ 
" 
20 	Material provid$d by Ohio Department of Mental Health 
and Mental Retardation. 
21 	Fairweather, 'Community Life for the :f\1entally Ill, p. 17. 
- I 
i 
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greater effect on those members who had been hosp1ta11zed 
for the longest t1me. ft22 
Ha.lfway House 
The psych1atr1c halfway house 1s one model being used 
I in the effort to develop effective community serVices for 
\' 
people with 'mental and emot1onal disturbances. In 1960 
there were ten h:?-lfway houses in t~e United Stat'es; by 1969, 
largely as a r~sul~ of the commun1ty mental health emphasis 
on community treatment, the number of halfway facilities 
e'xceeded 200'. Advocates of the halfway house claim that' 
such :facilities are an effect1ve way to provid~ emotional 
and environmental support necessary to integra.te ex-mental 
p8.tients into the communi ty, as we'll as to Bust,ain other­
wise hosp1tal-bound residents in the community. 
Halfway houses vary significantly in regard to target 
population, length of stay, program components, and success 
criteria. Despite such differences, halfway houses have 
eS,sentially'the same goals and objectives. The primary 
goal is integration of patients into the community. Some 
other objectives are I to encourage increasing self-reliance; 
, I•• 
to emphasize healt~ rather than illness; and to encourage 
relatively "normal" living patterns4! 23 One review lists 
22 Ibid .', p.. 17.­
~3 Dennis J. Rog:and Harold L. Rausch, tiThe' Psychiatric 
Halfyta.y House: How Is It Measuring Up?," Community 
Nent~I' Health Journal, XI (Summer ~ 1975), P e' 155­
I 
I, 
I 
I 
I 
~ , 
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residence, transition, socializat1on, vocational assistance, 
and ancillary treatment services ~s the common funct10ns of 
all he.lfway hous~s·. 24 The expectations' of halfway houses 
are related to transitional living, self-support, building 
of self-reliance, and ultimate movement, into 'more indepen­
dent eXistence. 25 
,A r~cent study investigated the effectiveness of half­
way houses by su~ey~ng twenty-six, $tatistical reports on 
halfway houses. Tre authors note timitations of their 
rese~rcha studies surveyed are not, definitive; success 
measures vary; stage of rehabilitation at which studies , I 
were conducted vary; ,and objective evaluation is limited by 
the. lack of control group studies., Data analysis indicates 
that of halfway house residents, 20.5% were rehospitalized, 
while 79.5t) were able to adjust to community living. A' 
1963 study of halfway house effectiveness showed figures' of 
18.5% rehospita11zation and 81.5% community adjustment for 
residents. 26 For purposes of comparison: a recent examina­
tion of hospital. readmi.ssion rates in :t-laryland indicates a 
37.4% recidivism rate within one year of discharge. 27 
24 	David Landy and Milton Greenblatt, Half'way House,' A 
Sociocultural and Clinical Study of Rutland Corner House 
(Washington, D.C •• Department ot, Health, Education and: 
Welfare, Vocational Rehabilitation Adniinistration, 1965), 4. 
25 I bid., p. 13. 
26 	Harold L. Rausch and Charlotte L. Rausch, The Halfway 
House'Movement: A Search for Sa~ity (New York: Appleton­
Century-Crofts, 1968). 
27 	Ro,~ and Rausc~, "Psychiatric Halfway House, If p. 156. 
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Despi te limita'tions of the ava ilable statistics, the authors 
conclude thAt results generally suggest halfway house resi­
dency reduc~s an ex-patlent's chances of being rehospitalized. 
Value considerations are 'of interest in ,considering 

the functioning of halfway houses,' Halfway' houses ascribe 

, to the values of the community mental health movement. 
Glasscote, ,et ale (1971) 'maintain that it is better to live 
in a community thap a hospital,' b~tter to be productive than 
idle, and good tQ ~ive meaning an4' satisfaction from life. 
I'/Iost urban halfway houses stress middle class values. of 
personal autono'my, occupational ac,hievement, and acquisition 
'of social skills. Although a majority of mentai patients 
rnRy initially lack.these aspirations, they are often able' 
to accommodate to middle class orientations ~nd achieve 
successful 'transition from hospital to community.28 
Community Homes Program 
The Community Homes 'Program is o~e component of the 
comprehensive St~ Louis community placement system. It was 
started a pilot' project in 1971', and is now an integral 
part of the state ~enta1 health system. Initially the pro­
~ram was a community housing option for long-term' psychiatric 
patients. Now clients are referred fro~ outpatient clinics, 
boardin~, foster and nursing homes, as well as from hospi­
tals. Although most clients are diagnosed schizophrenic, 
28 	Patricia. Gumruc~u, "The Efficacy of ,a Psychiatr1c Halfway 
House: A Three'":,,Year ::>tudy of a r;I'herapeutlc Residence,·' . 
Sociological Qu~rterly, IX (1968)·, p. 385. 
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all major diagnostic categories are represented. 
A small group of clients, who usually know each other 
through nospital:experiences, receive supervision in find­
ing and furnishing a house or apartment. Clients fill 
vacancies in established homes by 'inviting a·prospective 
resident fof a trial period and deciding whether to ask 
I 
I 
I 
 that person to join. Clients can ~t~y in the cooperativ~ 

! residences indefinitely or move to more independent set-

i .tin~s. Volunteers help in leasing apartments and aid commu­

I 
 nity acceptance of the program. 
A community team comprised of psychiatrist, psycholo­
~ist, social workers, nurses, aides and secretaries, does 
re~ular home visiting and is accessible by phone twenty-four 
'hours a'day for landlords, residents, and families. Nurses 
and aides are re-assi~ned from hospital to community teams 
as hospital census declines and community residence increases. 
Supervision is flexible and is always geared to the. 
needs of clients. Supervision of medications and other 
psychological treatment is a team responsibility. Staff 
initially provide intensive supervision to. residents; staff 
encourage residen~ responsibility and gradually decrease 
supervision.' Vary~ng levels of aut.onomy, commensurate ~i th 
residents • ,capabilities, are achiev~d in different homes. 
Community team m~IJlbers work with clients in developing 
individualized daily living plans. Some homes have regular 
group therapy sessions with team staff; others have more 
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social interaction with staff. Staff are always called 
in emergencies. Rehospitalization or movement to a more 
sheltered setting is easily arranged and is sometimes 
necessary in treating a long-term fluctuating illness. 
After three 	years in operation, the Commun1ty Homes 
.. 
; 	 Program is well accepted in the cOmmunity. Experience 
indicates that the team approach e~ances publ1c aWare­
ness of social ~ervices, and is the~efore benef10ial to 
the, entire commu~lty. The model i~ less costly than 
nursing home or hospital care, and can be qperate~ by 
min,imally retrained hospital personnel. Most significantly, 
the program ,shows that many long-term chron1c pat1ents 
can adjust to community living with m1nimal supervisi'on, 
and that many of these chronic patients can move to 
automomous living situations. 29 
Special Project 
The "Special Project" run by tbe I~issouri Department 
of Mental Health is a transitional living facility for 
17 to 25 y:ear 014, predominantly schizophre.n1c clients. 
Other cooperative residential arrangements failed with 
this target group. The project oper~tes in four-family 
apartment buildings. Three apartments are occupied by 
29 	 Hilary Sandall, Timothy HaWley, and Gloria Gordon, 
"The St. Louis Comm\lnity Homes Program: Graduated Support
for Long-TerJr!. Care,tt American Journal of Psychia.trX, 
132.6 (June.1975), p. 617-622. 
· I 
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clients~ one by a staff person. Clients receive monthly 
payments .f~9m the state which cover living expenses. 
Treatment in the program includes individual and group 
counseling, and a structured approac,h to t~ac'hing life 
skills. 
The program philosophy is that normalization of daily 
activities is a necessary prerequl'slte to normalization 
of other aspects of life. Within this framework, clients 
move through a sys~em which reinforces increasingly respon­
sible behavior. The system establishes "freshman" through 
"senior" levels of competence: graduates move to more inde­
pendent ,living- arrangements. ' The model fs designed to 
facilitate smooth transition to independent living throu~h 
progressive' 'mastery of home maintenance tasks and develop­
ment of socially acceptable behavior. At time of writing, 
the program had been operating eleven months, and evaluative 
analysis has yet to be performed. 30 
Landlord Supervised Apartment 
A s~milar coqperative apartment program for long-term 
patients of Boston State Hospital was established in 1967 
through jolnt efforts of the hospital, public welfare, and 
private citizens. In this model, l~ndlords provide daily 
30 	Frank Williams, et al., "Trans1tipl1.al Living Environ­
mentsl A Prog:r~~ Design ,and Case Study" (paper pre­
sented a~ Annual Meeting of the National Council of Com­
munt ty M~nta~ Health Cent'era t Washington. D. C • , 
February,' 1975) t p. 1-18. 
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supervision; a cooperative apartment team of hospital staff 
makes we~kly visits 'and is accessible by phone at any time. 
Hospi~al staff maintain treatment planning responsibility 
to assure continuity of care. Clients of this program are 
expected to work or participate in day treatment every day. 
This model hRs had a positive community impact. The 
team's responsiveness has fostered good relations with land­
lords. Landlords are assured regular rent payments, conti­
nUity of tenants, and property ~ip~enance, by tenants 
learning skills. ' Additionally, t~e model's team appr'oach 
makes social agencies more accessible to community residents. 
Interestingly enough" this model h,as not engende~ed commu­
nity resistance which is commonly experienced by,halfway 
houses. 
Evaluation in 1973, after five years of operation showed 
that 82% of the program's clients had been successfully 
maintained in the community. This model ,was developed for 
ex-hospital patie,nts; it now also serves as a hospital 
alternative by aQcepting referrals·rrom outpatient clinics. 
Evaluative research examined the program's impact on 
clients living in apartments three m,onths or longer. 
Enth~siasm about ,the project wa~. e~pressed by 82 to 91% of 
the clients. Landlord supervisors rated all clients "much" 
to "very much improved" in ment"al condition, housekeepin~ 
skills, personal hygiene, personal relationships, and adjust­
ment to community life. In 1973, l~ving arrangement costs 
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in Massachusetts were computed. The following list is, 
ordered 'from most to least expensive: hospital; nursin~ 
home; halfway house; ,boarding home, independent apartment, 
group home; foster care; and finally, cooperative apartments 
described in this section. The cooperative apartment model 
was approximately one-fifth as 
i 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
! 
! 
I 
i 
ex'pensive as hospita11zation.31 
31 Chinp;-Pia.o Chien and Jonathan o. Cole, "Landlord Super­
vised Cooperativ~ Apartments: A New Modality for 
Commun~ty-Baseq. Treatment," America.n Journal of PSYChiatry,
1)0: 2 ,(~~bruary, 1973), p. 156-9. 
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Service or Treatment Options 
Day Treatment 
Day treatment is an intermediate service involving 
intensive treatment for people requiring more than outpa­
tient, but less than residential care. Day treatment serves 
several functions which providea 1) an alternative to 
inpatient admisston; 2) a transitiQnal facility; 3) a 
system of suppor~ and maintenance for seriously impaired 
people who would ptherwise require long-term hospi t.a.11za­
tion. 32 
A day tr~atment program is a planned and organized 
program of services utilizing psychotherapeutic, re­
socialization, and rehabilitative interventions for 
individuals with mental and emotional disorders who 
spend 'only part of a week, or of a day' in the program. 33 
'Day treatment has Rlso been called day care, partial hospi­
talization, alternative or intermedl,ate care, and day 
hospitalization., Uniform distinction among these labels 
does not exist in this country. 
Day programs at psychiatric units of hospitals were 
started in the Soviet Union in the 1930's; deVelopment was 
apparently inspire4 more by finanCial than philosophicai 
concerns.34 Day treatment has evolved into distinct 
32 	 Raymond M. Glasscote, et al., Partial Hospitalization 
for the Mentally Ills A Study of Programs and Problems 
(Washington, D.C.a Joint Informati'on Service, 1969), p. 14. 
,33 	Marylyn Ruc'kwardt, "Day Treatment J Report of Programs 
Visited in California" (unpublished report, Oregon Menta.l 
Health Division, 1972), p. 1. 
34 	Glasscote, Partial Hospitalization~ p. 1. 
programs, which are no longer exclu'sively affiliated, with 

hospitals. 

. Ideally, day trea'tment program development 1s based 
on the assessed needs of the mentally and emotionally 
disturbed population in a given community.' Programs 
generally otfer a spectrum of activities geared to reinte­
~rate clients into community life. Psychotherapy (indivi­
dual, group,'mari~~l, family) and m.~q.lcation supervision, 
building communication skills, teaq~1ng' self-maintenanc,e 
an~ homemaking skills, and social and recreational activi­
ties are included in most day treatment programs. The staff 
, works with each client to design a treatment program which 
meets hep/his needs, thereby providing therapeutic guid­
ance in the developm~nt of individual adjustment plans., 
Day treatment often utilizes community resources to aid 
client resocialization; this strategy is also useful in 
increasing public awareness and acceptance of mental and 
emotional disturOance. 
For many' people with mental and emotional disturbances, 
day treatment is superior to hospitalization. Advanta~es 
of day programs include: clients' c~ptinued participation 
in some independent activities; minimal dependency and de­
humanization; fa.~ily living when desirabler more active', 
varied programming than most inpatient services; usually 
less expensive th~n inpatient services; less stigmatizing 
than hospit~lization; a focus on strengths and abilities, 
I, 

\ 
~ 
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where inpatient programs often reinforce weakness and 
failings. In general, then t day programs are advant~geou,s 
1n that they provide treatment with1n a more "norma.l" 
living routine. J5 
Controlled evaluation of day treatment ~nd day hospi­
talization programs is scarce. The Glasscote study,finds 
that, excluding sulcidal, homicidal, and severely agitate,d, 
disordered, confused or disoriented> patients, 'there is, suf­
ficient evidence to oonclude that mpst people traditionally 
admitted to inpatient care can be successfully treated in 
day programs, as long as the necessary enVironmental sup­
36ports are avail~ble outside the program. 
Rehabilitation Programs 
Rehabilitation programs are similar in many respects 
to day treatment servlces. While both alm to promote 
community adjustment 'and psycho-social growth, rehabilita­
tion programs tep~ to emphasize emp~oyment motivation and 
training, and de~e~phasize psyc~otnerapy. 
Fountain Ho~se Foundation, established in New York City 
in 1960,' is a pr~g+am based on the rehabilitation model. 
It was founded by ex-patients, who'were committed to aiding 
the community adjustment process for themselves and others. 
Fountain House has a membership ~f 400 ex-patients, whose 
:35 Ibid., p. 2). 
36 1l21s!•• p., 15. 
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participation in program services varies, depending on 
their levels of community adjustment. 
Four kinds of services are offered at Fountain House. 
Social and recreational activities are sponsored by -the 
agency on evenings and weekends. Work motivation and habits 
are built ~hrough participation in preparing and serving 
meals, housecleanin~, office and ~lerical work, and misce~-
laneous maintenance tasks. A transitional employment 
project aids vocational rehabilit~tlon. Varl~us city em­
ployers provide rehabilitative positions, which are assessed 
by Fountaih House staff. A client is then taught the requi­
site skills for a specific position, and encouraged to ease_ 
into the job. When a client becomes sufficiently secure. 
she/he moves on to competitive employment, and another 
client fills the transitional pos1tion. It seems inevitable 
that-city budget cuts will take. or perhaps already have 
taken their toll on this work program. 
The fourth" service is a small reside~tial program. 
Fountain House ho14s ~eases on several- apartments in the 
city. Selected c-lients have the opportunity -to develop 
independent living skills by resid~p'g in an apartment, 
paying rent and assuming household responsibilittes. 
Volunteers are available to make home visits and provide 
consultation to residents when needed. Positive results 
of thi-s program-indicate need for its expansion. 
A two-year- experimental study of the Fountain House 
I 
- I 
I 
I 
I 
( 
! 
\ 
1 
I 
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program used a control group design. Data show that people 
rece1vin~ rehabi11tation services had a significantly lower 
reh6sp1talizat1o~ rate and higher employment rate than 
control subJects, suggesting that the program helped 
ex-patients adjust to community lite. Further analysis 
shows differential ,rehospitalization rates between experi­
mental and control subjects are most dramatic during the 
first six to nine months of community residence, indicating 
the value of invo+vement in rehabilitative services imme~ 
" " 
diateiy a'fter hospital discharge. ,37 
A project currently underway at the University of' 
Southern California, called "Rescue and Rehabilitation 
instead of Therapy," is another rehapilitation model. This 
projeot is attempting to provide an alternative to hospi­
talization, r~ther th~n an aftercare model. Upon psychiatric 
admission, patients immed'iately enter work centers in the 
hospital, and are discharged to work projects as quickly 
as possible. This project emphasizes work skills and 
sheltered. employment instead of p~yehotherapy. Evaluation 
of the prog~am is in "its initial stages. 38 
37 John 'H. Beard, "Evaluating the Effectiveness of a 
Psychia.tric Rehabilitation Program," American Journal 
of Orthopsychiatry, 33 (1963), p. 701-12. 
38 Marylyn Klesh, "Report on Alternatives to Mental Hos­
pital Treatment Conference, MaQ.ison, Wisconsin," 
(unpublished report, Oregon Mental Health Division,
1975), p. 1. ' , 
, -.. 
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Famill Crisis Treatment 
The Family Treatment'Unit at the Colorado Mental 
Health Center is a team of mental ,health professionals 
who provide crisis intervention services to a percentage 
of people seeking hospital admission. Family treatment 
rests on the 'realization that I~ m~jor effect of psychi-' 
atric hospitalization is psychiatr1c rehospita11zation.,,39 
The family team. a+~s to alleviate the: presenting problem 
and provide the services necessary to treat the identified 
patient and his/~er family on an outpatient basis. 
r 
Through 'use of family-oriented interviews, twenty-four hour 
, t 
! 
I 
availability, home ~islting, medication, a holding bed 
in the emergency room, and post-crisis contracts, the 
Family Treatment 'Unit successfully averted hospitalization 
in forty-two out of the fifty cases which were examined in , 
an evaluative,st~dy.40 Another study of the same unit 
I 
l 	 shows family cri~is treatment to be a more economical and 
I 
I 
 less stigmatizing form of treatment than, hosPltal1zatlon. 41 

I 
I 
I 
39 	 Frank S. Pittman, "Techniques of Family Crisis Therapy," 
in Current Psy'chiatric Therapies, ed. by Jules Masserman 
(New Yorks Grune and Statton, 1966)"p. 187-96. 
40 	Ib1d., p. 196.' 
41 	Kalman 'Flomen~aft, DaVid Kaplan, an~ Donald Langsley,' 
"Avoiding Psychiatric Hospita11zation," Social Work . 
~October, 1969), p~ 38-45. " 
i· j 
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Comprehensive Alternative Models 
Home Treatment 
Aim'ing to ameliorate the lack of coordination among 
treatment 'resources and the accompanying lack of knowledge 
about existing services, Boston State Hospital, in 1957 
established a pio~eering demonstration project called the 
Psychiatric Home rreatment Service, Conception of the 
project was based on accounts of the Amsterdam Municipal 
Psychiatric Servige, which is "a t9t~11y integrated, 
mutually sustaining system, of which each part has access 
to resources of all other parts.tt42 Home visiting is an 
inte~ral service of the Amsterdam system, and is used to 
provide post-hospital as well as alternative care. 
The Boston Home Treatment Service attempts to, provide 
alternative~ to institutionalization for people with mental 
disturbances. It makes use of a referral network in the 
communi ty to encourage early therap~utic intervention,. 
and attempts to involve patient and family in the treatment 
alliance. Recognizing that many pati~nts can be treated 
in community age~cies, the service emphasizes psychiatric 
evaluation prior to hospltalization~ Initial assessment 
is made during a:home visit by the psychla~rist and one 
additional team ~ember - an HN, an'occupational therapist, 
42 Pau~ Lenikau and GUido Crocetti, "The Amsterdam Municipal 
Psychiatric Service: A' Psychiatric Sociolog1cal ReView;" 
American Journal of PSlchlatrl, II? (1961), p. 779-83. 
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or a social worker. 
In early stages of the demonstration project, team 
members'provided intensive treatment to patients and 
families in home settings. As the project evolved, it 
became clear that a more efficient approach to 'managing 
large caseloads in the community d~manded prompt evaluation, 
proper referral, and long-term supervision. 43 
The Home Treatment Service avglds long-term direct 
treatment re;:Lat+pnships; home visiting beyond initial 
evaluation is limited to crisis intervention. Responsibility 
for long-term maintenance is given to community agencies.' 
It was found that prevention of unnecessary hospitalization 
was relatively easy; the difficulty waS in finding alter­
native methods of care within an underdeveloped community 
treatment system. Home Treatment takes an active approach 
to the community. It has developed allianoes with general 
practitioners, public health nurses, ciergy members, ahd 
welfare workers, wno comprise an informal network of care 
providers. Home treatment staff provide seminars and con­
! ' 
sultatio,n for the8.~ community service agents. 
The,Boston Ho~e Treatment Service was the first effort 
in this country to prevent psychiat~ic hospitalization 
through ~ program of home visiting, 'crisis 1ntervention, 
! 
I 
i 
, I 
43 Leona;d Weiner, Alvin Becker, and Tobias Freedman, 
Home Treatment,. Spearhead of ,Communi ty Psychia.try· , 
(PittsPllrp;h, Pal ?niversity of P1~tsburgh Press,' 1967), 
p. 17'. 
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and conscious attempts to coordinate a fragmented array 
of agencies and services. In order to conform to commu­
nity mental health'dictates, models for alternatives to 
hospitalization are currently being developed. Many of 
these alternative models of service provision ~y be 
viewed as outgrowths of the Boston Home Treatment Service. 
Training in Commu~~ty Living 
The Training, +n Community Living proje~t was developed 
in an effort to r~duce the high readmission rate at 
Mendota Mental Health Institute, a state hospital in 
M~dison, Wisconsin. Designers of the project, view strong 
dependency and limited problem-solving ability as the dis­
abilities causing patients to seek readmission. Based on 
this view. Training in Community Living aims to help clients 
develop the ~utonomy and coping skills needed for community 
adjustment. 
A contr,olled study of the project was performed; data 
were gathered after the fi:r;'st four months of operation. 
The sample consisted of sixty people seek1ng admission to 
Mendota Nental Health Institute, who were between 'the ages 
of 18 and 62, and who did not have severe organic brain 
syndrome or primary alcoholism. A matched sample of control 
subjects received standard hospital treatment. Experimental 
subjects entered the community living pr~ject. Community 
residences were located for project clients, and work and 
treatment plans were designed. The p~oject is staffed by 
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a team of hospital mental health professionals and aides 
who were re-trained to work in the community. Team ser­
v1c~s are provided seven days a week, from 7 a.m. to 11, p.mJ 
staff are on call twenty-four hours a day for emergency 
coverage. 
The project approach nearly eliminates hospital 
treatment: in extreme situations, clients receive short-term 
hospitalization and are quickly returned to the project. 
Treatment consists primarily of te~~hlng coping skills 
through community learning experiences. Clients are treated 
as responsible individuals. Staff work with families 
and sign~,ficant others to eliminate their 'expectationS of 
the client's dependency. Team members also maintain 
close relationships with community agencies, and encourage 
them to approach'clients as re~ponsible people. 
Data collected after four months of project operation 
were analyzed. Significant research findings ,showed t~at 
~xperimental subjects were hospitalized less often and for 
shorter durations, than control subjects, and spent less, 
time unemployed and more time in sh~ltered employment than 
controls. Additionally, there was a significant decrease 
in burden felt by families of experimental subjects, ,but 
not by families df control subjects. 
The Tr~ining in Community Living model has been shown 
to be an(e.frective alternative for p~tients who would ordi­
narily be hospi tal,izeq.. Long-range studies are in progress 
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to analyze the program's cost and effectiveness in 
promoting lasting community adjustment. 44 
Community Placement Program 
Missouri operates a comprehensive system of extended 
care for clients with mental and emotional distUrbances. 
The program, th~ St. Louis Metropol~tan Community 
Placement Program is. responsib~e for monitoring the care 
of 1800 men~ally and emotionally disturbed patients in 
eastern Missouri. Its aim is to maximize each client's 
potential by helping her/him move toward the most self­
sufficient functioning level possible; its approach rests 
on preserving as unormal" a life'style as possible, and 
improving quality of care whenever possible. 
The program monitors client care in extended care 
facilities, which include nursing homes, boarding and 
domiciliary homes, foster homes, a hotel project, 
the "Special Project·· for 17-25 year-old clients, and 
cooperative apartments of the "Commu:J;11ty Homes Program," 
the last two of· which are describe~ earlier in the review. 
44 	Leonard Ste1n, Mary Ann Test, and Arnold Marx, 
"Alternative to the Hospital: A COl1trolled Study," 
American Journal of Psychiatry, 132:·5 (May, 1975),
i p. 	5l7~22. 
• I 
1 
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The program- is staffed by psychiatrists, social 
workers, nurses, psychiatric aids, and support and evalu­
ation p~rsonnel. ~taff provide consultation to extended 
care facility staff, and direct services, includin~ recre­
ation, counselinp:, a.nd Rocial rehabilitation to clients'. 
Staff also monitor medications, exc~pt in nursing homes, 
Rna arran~e rehospitalization when necessary. An important 
staff function i"nvo.lves moni toring of c'lients' capabili ties 
so that moves to-different levels of care can be made 
when appropriate. 
The report of ' this comprehensive system is entirely 
descriptive~ no evaluation is presented. 45 
Southwest Denver ,Comprehensive System 
I 
r 
The Fort Lop:;an Nental Health Center, in Denver, Colorado 
I 
I was estaqlisned in 19~1, with the ~oal of treating as many 
patients as possible in day rather than inpatient programs. 
Thp. treatment philosophy at Fort Logan is bas,ed on the 
therapeutic commun~ty approach. 
The role of staff is to maxfmize opportunities for 
the patient to ~earn from experience. The settirig is 
manipulated so as to be protect~v~, yet to provide a 
v.ariety of' si tua.tions . from whicp the patient can 
benefit.;46 
45 	Timothy Hawley,- "The St. Louis }1etropolitan Community 
Placement ·Program: Extended Care for Ex-Mental 'Hospital 
Patients" (unpublished paper, Missouri Department of 
JVlental Health, .. 19??.), p. 1-6. : 
4f) 
Glasscote" Partial Hospitalization, p. 74. 
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The Fort Lo~an pro~ram also recognizes and incorporates 
the need for continuity of care" Staff view most mental 
disturbance as ~ long-term condition requiring differing 
treatment' modalitIes at various stages. A contihuum o'f 
inpatient, da.y patient and outpatient services is ~vail­
,able. Patients ~re assigned to tre~tment teams rather 
than to specific,services. Teams retain responsibility to 
their patients, lipking them with services appropriate to 
the ir needs at any given time. 47, ' 
In 1970, res'ponding to reports condemn.ing boarding 
home conditions, the Fort Logan Center surveyed room and 
board facilities in its surrounding area. Findings of ~he 
su~ey indicated th~t much dissatisfaction, experienced by 
all parties concerned, could be at'tributed largely to the 
lack of communication 'between hospital, staff and boarding 
home operators. 48 
Based on the boarding home study recommendations, 
Fort Logan integrated hospital-community facilities 
liaison strategies into its comprehensive care mode~. 
Fort Logan specif1 y ally addressed the challenge of succes­
'ful communi ty adJustment for pati~n~s labeled "ohronic," 
usually 'diagnosed It schizophre'nic. ~~ 'rne model is an intense 
47 ~., p. 75. 
48 Al Fontana, Gwen O~kes, B.J. SIqith •. "Boarding Homes" 
(unpubli.shed report', Fort Logan· ~ental Health Center, 
1970), P • 1-5': 
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follow-up and alternative system with residential and 
treatment components; the innovative aspect of the compre­
hensive system 1s its team approach to facilitation of 
community care. 
A continuum of living arrangements providing differ­
ential levels of support is available to clients in the 
comprehensive syst~m. At the independent end of the conti­
nuum are clients Who live alcneor w~th family or friends. 
Another relatively independent arrapgement is the coopera­
tive apartment: with sufficient supervision from a landlord 
or staff person, several clients rent an apartment and sh~re 
household responsibilities. Another residential option 
is family care which, like foster care, provides opportuni­
ties -for a limited number of clients to live with familles 
in private homes. Boarding homes are a major type of living 
arrangement; the ones in the comprehensive system provide 
assistance with activities of daily living. At the more 
dependent end of the continuum, nursing homes are available 
for clients needing short- or long-term medical care. 
The treatment-component of this comprehensive model 
is individualized, utilizes community resources, and relies 
heavily on the community team's'efforts. Community team 
activities are absolutely essential to the functionln~ of 
this comprehensive model. The comm~nity team's purpose is 
to bridge the gap between hospital,~nd community, for both 
ex-patients and care providers, so that adju~tment to 
community life wi~l be more successful. Team members are 
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hospital outreach workers and hospital staff skilled in 
treating' s,everely disturbed clients; their services are 
accessible twenty-four hours a day. 
Home visitation provides the main vehicle for treatment 
and service delivery in this program. There are numerous 
advanta~es to this type of intervent~on. 1) facilitation 
of client adjustment to living situ~tion; 2) support and 
consultation provision to family or home providers; 
3) on-site therapy; 4) more accurate and complete assessment 
of .client' s needs and his/her 'interpersona.;L conflicts with 
on-site intervention; 5) increased trust-level and more 
rapid trust-building; 6) medication monitoring. 
Client care and supervision by the team is individualized 
and personal. A specific team member is directly responsible 
to each client, arid remains accessible throughout 'the client's 
community adjustment period, however long that might be. 
Team members get.referrals from hospitals, as wel~ as from 
community residents and agencies. Thus, their services 
provide aftercare. and an alternative'to hospitalizat1on. 
Team members are 'dependable friends ~nd service providers 
to their clients~ This team system,~xemp11fles the approach 
recommended by Silverstein, which stresses use of a 
counselor or caseworker who "attache~ himself" to the patient. 49 
Team members ,are community based and work closely with 
49 " SilversteIn, Ps:,{chlatric Aftercar~, p. 55. 
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community agencies. They are responsible for developing 
treatment plans'with clients, and for writing letters of 
introduction oontaining information that w1ll help care 
I providers ease a client's adjustment. Team members pro­
I vide direct services and consultation to clients and people . I 
invotved in client supervision•. Their extens1.ve hospital I 
I and community liafson work has been instrumental in making 
resources accessible to chronic clt·ents. Thus, the co~u-
I 
I 
Inlty team appro~~h has been effectlv~ in oreating an 
integrated network of community oare in Denver. 50 •51 I 
I 

I 

I 
j 
./ 
i 
50 Klesh, "Alternat~ves to Hospitali~ation Report," p. 2-3. 
51 Marsha Klnchelo~ apd Lorraln~ Hagar, Out the Back Wards' , 
Door (Denver, Colorado: By the Apth6rs. Fort Logan Mental ~th C~nter, "1974). 
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'Alternative Models· in Oregon 
Follow-Up System for the . 

Mentally Retarded/Developmentally Disabled 

I, Successful community adjustment of people being dis­
1 
I 
charged from institutions is unlikely to occur unless 
adequate planning and follow-up are provided. Oregon's' 
institutions' for the mentally retarded/developmentally 
disabled have developed a model inQ,orporating planning, 
follow-up, and ~ccountability, for helping clients make 
the 'trans i tion from insti tution to communi ty. 
Planning has several components. Community prepara­
tion.'programs offer clients the opportunity to learn daily 
liv~ng skills. Decisions regarding community placement, 
are made formally, by a multi·-discip1ine team, and informal­
ly, by solici t,ing input from client and significant others. 
Social workers at Fairview Hospital and Training Center 
enga~e in pre-placement communication with local agencies 
and se~lces to learn what communit1es have to offer 
clients. The other MR/DD institutions commun1cate w1th 
Welfare liaison workers prior to p~acement dec1Sions, as 
these 1nst1tutions rely on the Welfare Referral System in 
placing clients. Fairview's planning process includes a 
client pre-visit :to the plaeement fac1lity for several day~. 
Another planning step unique to the F~view process is a 
pre-placement staffing, in which the client .and people 
involved in the .community support system (welfare worker, 
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field worker, service coordinator, parents, significant 
others, facility operator, day plan .person) negotiate a 
plan for the client. Through this staffing, each party's 
I 
I role in the client's community adjustment is clearly 
outlined. 
Follow-up, in this system, involves provision of 
I. 	 direct support services to clients makin~ the transition 
to community life. Fairview has ft~ld workers to provide 
follow-up; Col~m~~a Park State Hospital and Train1n~ Ce~ter 
and Eastern Oregon state Hospital depend on Welfare Adult 
Service Workers for follow-up services. Fairview follow-up 
workers consult with the living facility to insure that 
client and home provider make acceptable adjustments to 
each other. The ~orker supervises the client's day plan 
and is responsible for seein~ that the client's program 1 I 
is meeting needs and facilitating d~velopment of his/her 
potentials. Follow-up workers provide crisis services 
and are available on a twenty-four hour basis. Working 
with the communi~y is another function of field staff. The 
primary responsibility of field workers is to advocate 
for and with clients. 
Field workers are accountabl~ to their clients and to 
the Placement Board. Every six montrs, workers present 
case reviews to the Placement Board. Field work positions 
at Fairview were ~stablished by redefining several eXisting 
social.service positions; Columbia Park and Eastern Oregon 
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have recently made similar redefin1tions to establish 
one field worker at each institution. 52 
Lane County Alternat1ves Team 
Lane County Community Mental Health Program has a 
three-person team which provides consultation to congre­
~ate care'facility staff and direct services (psychotherapy, 
medication, socia+ization, and modi~~ed day treatment) to 
twenty most d~fflo~lt ex-patients ~r hospital-prone 
mentally and emotionally disturbeq o11ents residing in 
suoh faci11 ties. This team is particularly direot'ed to 
meeting the needs of elderly olients. It initially 'pro­
vided more direct services; however, limited resouroes , 
neoessitated concentration on consultation and educatiqn 
to care providers and coordination between 'agencies 
involved with ex-patlents,.5J,54 
Hospital Improvement Project - Ea§tern Oregon State Hosp1tal 
Eastern Oregon State Hosp1tal has a Hospital Improve­
ment .Project based on the Fairweather Lodge model described 
in an earlier section. This project establishes community 
placements for groups of patients who will live together 
and provide mutual support. A group of pat1ents spend a 
52 Edward Burling, et al., "Deinstitutionalization in 
Oregon. A ReView of Services wit'hin the Human Resources 
System'! (unpubliE!hed report. Department of Human Re­
sources, Oregon, 1975), p. ll-~2. 
53 Ibid., 'p. 74-75. 
54 Material provided by Lane County Ment~l Health Program. 
I 
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period of time living in a semi-independent unit at the 
hospital and learning community 1ivin'g skills. When 
deeme~ a.dequa.telY prepared, ,the group mov,es 'into a 
community residence. 
Institution staff are actively involved with patients 
d'uring early transitional stages J they gradually decrease 
their support. Eventually the patients assume full respon­
sibility for manag~~g their living s~tuation. Ex-patients 
who live togethe~ usually work as,a ~roup. Residents'are 
expected to become at ieast partia'ily self-supporting 
through paid employment.55 
55 Burling, eta;!.., "De1nstitut1ona11zat1on," p. 31-32. 
CHAPTER IV . 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The major·purpose of this st~dy has been to explore 
strate~ies for r~d~cing high recidivism rates of mentally 
and emotionally dist~rbed adults, p~rticularly in Region I 
of the Oregon Mental Health Division. CO,ntemporary empha­
sis on community mental health care demands the existence 
of sufficient community-based services to meet the needs 
of this populatiop. This group's high recidivism rate 
underlines the absolute neces.sity of developing a more 
effective array of community mentat health resources. In 
an effort to ~ain as balanced a perspective as possible, 
the problem was approached from several vantage points. 
As described in detail in pre~eding chapters of this 
report, the research design 1ncluded. 
1) administering questionnaires to recidivist 
inpatients, and ex-patients currently involved in day 
treatment services, in order to collect 1nformat1on 
and opinions re~arding their aftercare needs; 
2) sending quest10nnaires to mental health profes­
sionals who work 'closely with the t~rget populat1on, to 
collect 1nformat1.on and op1n1ons regarding factors which 
faci11tate community adjustment of mentally and emotion­
ally disturbed clients; 
3) reviewing the literature ~nd requesting informa­
tion from other state mental health departments on 
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recidivism and methods of alleviating the problems which 
caUse hospitalization and re-hosp1talization; 
4). surveying existing commun1ty resources in 
. Rea;ion I. 
Th1s chapter reiterates some -of the major research 
findin~s., and presents recommendations for reducing recid­
ivism amon~ the population of mentally and emotionally 
disturbed adults. 
An i~itial resea~ch assumption was that the livin~ 
arrangement. figureq as the most crQcial factor in success­
ful community adjustment of the ex-patient. Evidence ac­
cumulated durin~ the course of this study necessitated a 
shifting of priorities, or at least a redefinition speci­
fyin~ the elements of living environments which are critical 
in facilitating adjustment to community life. A recurring 
theme in the literature, in mental health profesSional 
opinion, a.nd in the 'theoretic,al foundations of several 
other state pr6~~ams, is that mentally and emotionally 
~isturbed clients, like most people~ 'must have supportive 
interperso'nal relati<:>nships and meaningful daily activity 
to sustain adequ~te community tenure. Programs in which 
this popUlation achieve long-term~~mmunity residence,are 
programs which pr'ovide their clients with consistent, 
lon~-term follow-up services. Opti~lly, a full range of 
residential· and treatment services s~ould be available 
to these clients. Developing a more integrated network 
of already existing service,s can be a first step in 
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creating the optimal continuum of care. 
At present, glaring needs exist for coordination of 
existing service$ and assurance of continuity of care of 
all clients. I ,2 Improved coordination of resources would 
create a'more efficient and more readily accessible 
network of community services, which in itself would de­
crease the need for hospitalizations. Finding a positive 
correlation between non-utilization of aftercare services 
and hospitalization, Silverstein concluded that patients. 
are often rehospitalized because they have difficulty 
locating and/or utilizing community services.) 
Another asp~ct of improving existing resources entails 
making mental health consultation available to non-profes­
sional and paraprofessional care providers as well as to . 
volu~teers. Often clients are hospitalized unnecessarily 
because care-providers are uninformed about ways of handling 
symptomatology Of mental and emotional disturbances. 
In 'exa~ining the recidivism problem and potential 
solutions, devel~pment of community aftercare services is
. 
i. 	 a natural beginning pOint. Many of tne models described 
in the literature review were created as aftercare resources 
for ex-patients. Looking at the issue in broader terms, 
1 Multnomah'County' Comprehensive Mental Health Plan, 1975-76. 
2 Clackamas County Comprehensive Mental Health Plan, 1975-76.• 
J Silverstein, Psychiatric Aftercare, p. -42. 
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i. 
"aftercare" services can frequently be utilized as "precare" 
services, or in fact as alternatives to hospital treatment. 
Thus, while the research effort began with a focus on 
"aftercare tor ex-patients" the conceptual framework 
expanded to include "alternatives to inst~tutionalization 
for mentally and emotionally disturb~d clients." 
Recommendations 
Based on the findings of th~ p~~ient and professional 
samplin~, the literature search, and particularly the 
material received from the states, recommendations for re­
ducing . recidivism and providing alternatives to hosp'ita~i­
zation'in Region-I are 'as follows: 
A. Community team approach - Similar to program~ 
currently in operation in St. Louis and Denver (as reviewed 
in the literature), a community team comprised of multi­
disciplinary mental health professionals based in the commu­
nity would provide a multi-focused approach to the problem 
of recidivism through performing a combination of the 
following functions: 
1. Pre-hospitalization diagnosis. assessment and 
evaluation ~ This' results in the ch~ice of the' most appro­
priate treatment modality and averts hospitalization 
whenever possib~e. As already stated, this procedure often 
does not o'ceur prior to a voluntary psychiatric admission. 
In addition to the obvious advantage of· reducing admissions 
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such a procedure would result in more efficient utiliza­
tion of ,existing communi ty treatment resources. 
2. Crisis intervention services - Very often, hos­
pitalization occurs during crisis periods or in order to 
avert crisis. Removing an individual from a critical 
situation is not always the most effective solution, since 
a crisis often provides the opportunity for personal growth 
within a family ~r social nexus. Removal could result in 
hampering long-term community adjustment. Providing assist­
ance and intervention to people in crisis, particularly 
ex-patients, not only averts re-hospitalization but utilizes 
personAl and situational strengths and develops problem­
solving abilities. 
). Linka"le of formal and informal helping networks 
in the community '- It is absolutely essential that community 
team members have a thorough and active knowledge of all 
community resour~es, including contact with the more formal 
services such as Public Welfare, ,Vocational Rehabilitation, 
Communi ty r'lenta~ Health Programs, public health nurses and 
d~y treatment pro~rams, and also. less formal helping agents 
such as general practitioners, clergy, and home providers. 
4. Consultation provision to care givers - This also 
is essentiRl in order ~o provide on~golng contact and sup­
port and to ensure cooperation and communicatkn. The informal 
a.~ents in }the comm1.1nity especially need information and 
assistance in working with the target population, and 
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particularly need to be informed about the functions and 
services of the community team in order to make appropri­
ate referrals. 
5. Pre-discharge planning - It is vital that a 
community team member, who will be committed to the 
ex-patient over whatever period of time community adjust­
ment entails, be intimately involved 1n pre-discharge plan­
n1ng f.or th1s person. The commun~ty team member's 
knowledge and access1b1lity to co~unity resources w1ll I I 
be a~sets in the planning process. Not only would this I I 
team member be involved in and aware of placement deCiSions, ! 
t 
. ! 
which would facilitate consultation to the home prov~der I 
! 
I 
or family and therefore ease adjustment, but also be able l 
I 
i 
to assist the patient in utilizing,other resources to meet 'j 
I 
Ihis/he~ total life needs. 
6. Home visits - Notoriously low !ates of kept 
appointments and the fear, anxiety and social isolation 
which characteriz~ this population and which often prevent 
I them from seekin~ the support and services they needI 
I mandate home viSits. The regular appearance of one con­
cerned and committed individual can serve to fulfill a 
I basic need for sustained personal contact for those who 
I' 
initially lack the courage or skills to reach out. In 
a~dition to on-site therapy, home visits can facilitate: 
medication monitoring; support, consultation, and/or group 
therapy to others in the living situation; more accurate 
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and complete assessment of the patient's needs, strengths 
and weaknesses; and a more rapid development of trust. As 
those involved in the Denver program discovered, 
Efforts to "motivate" clients to come to the 
clinic are often a waste of time when compared with 
some of the advantages of meeting the schizophrenic 
person on his own ground, observing how he acts in 
his usual social setting, and gaining a small measure 
of personal e~perience with the physical and social 
constraints and interactions he engages in.4 
7. Consistent support/advooate/liaison person ­
Inherent in the recommendation for home Visitation, as well 
as other abov~-mentioned functions, is the concept of pro­
viding each ex-patient with a consistent advocate and 
support person. This person is accountable to the patient 
and the Mental Health Division. Primary responsibilities 
of this team member involve assisting the client in nego­
tiating the complex network of social services, to develop 
a relationship that provides on-going support and therapy, 
and to assist the patient in developing those interpersonal 
and self-maintenance skills which he/she needs in order 
to function on his/her own in the community. This is not 
to sug~est that one person be able to meet another's total 
life needs; rather, it would be an attempt to meet the· 
most basic needs of an individual and would certainly vary 
. . 
from case to case. 
8. Twenty-four hour accessibility - In order to 
4 Kincheloe and Hagar, Out the Back Wards' Door, p. 68. 
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provide the services enumerated above, ~wenty-four hour 
accessibility is'a prerequisite. This is in contrast to 
'nine-to-five, Monday through Friday schedule of county 
mental health programs and social service agencies. 
Since county pro~rams are responsible for providing 
follow-up to ex-patients, it would seem most logical and 
practical for such a team or teams to originate there, 
although in some states these teams are hospital-based. 
Oregon I s mental retardation/develop:Q;lental disabili ties pr,o­
~ram, described in the section on alternative models in 
this state, utilizes a hospital-based team approach to 
follow-up service provision. Edward Burling et al, have 
developed a proposal for a Community Services Support (Team 
based on this model. 
B. Day Treatment - Since this treatment modality has 
proved to be an effective alternative to hospitalization, 
increased development and greater utilization of day pro­
grams is recommended. Such programs are sufficiently 
flexible to meet a variety of client needs for socialization, 
skill training, recreation, and therapy. Day treatment pro­
~rams are designed to provide meaningful daily activity to 
those who have-difficulty structuring their time and re­
quire considerable direction; such programs are not appro­
priate or accessib~e to all ex-patients and usually do not 
provide crisis intervention or consultation. 
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C. Alternative living arrangements - There is a 
serious lack of the wide range of living situations needed 
for ex-patients and others for whom such facilities could 
be an· alternative to hospitalization. Both in kind and 
number, more options are needed, particularly in the 
outlying counties, to meet this deficit. The community 
should ·offer a continuum of care fa~ilities ranging from 
more dependent to more independent, whi'ch allow movement 
within the continuum as client needs change. Welfare arid 
hospital liaison workers report that the 18-35 year age group 
is most 'difficult to place, indicatint?;. a need for facili­
ties tailored toward this group. (See "Special Project -
St. Louis" in literature section,) To this end, 
Glenn Maynard of the Southeast Portland branch of the Public 
Welfare Division recently completed a proposal citing the 
need for a treatment-oriented facility for 18-35 year-old 
ex-patients (see Appendix). It should be noted that the 
majority of the population sampled here fell into that 
age group. 
Currently there are at least two hundred "adult care 
facilities" in Multnomah County alone. Public Welfare 
maintains a ressister of those it utilizes; thi's 1s by no 
means a complete list of eXisting facilities. It is highly 
recommended that a complete list of all living situations 
available to mentally and emotionally disturbed clients be 
compiled and made available to all placement planners. 
I 
. I 
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Such a listin~ should contain facility description, number 
and type of residents, services provided (if any). milieu 
and so forth. 
Althou,~h it is recognized that a comfortable, supportive 
livin~ situation is very important, the current research 
indicates it is secondary to the need for supportive human 
relationships and meaningful daily activity. Many patients 
return home f6110wing hospitalization and still need a 
large number of aftercare services. A community team 
approach could be, instrumental in providing home operators 
with necessary information concernin~ ex-patient treatment. 
D. Community education,- Many people who are or have 
been considered mentally or emotionally disturbed sometimes 
exhibit bizarre behavior that, while ,not regarded as 
"normal," is not dan~erous to themselves or others. The 
ability of these people to function in the community could 
be enhanced by more tolerant attitudes ,on the part of commu­
nity residents. Community education concerning the needs 
of the target population is recommended. To this end. 'the 
increased utilization of volunteers in all areas of aftercare 
would be advantageous to both the d:+sturbed and non-disturbed 
segments of society. 
E. Client-trackin,g system -, IJIany mental health pro­
fessionals feel that a client tracking system is important 
to prevent ex-patients from "falling through the cracks." 
?:he researche'rs r'emain unconvinced, but feel a community 
, : 
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team ~pproach would provide sufficient follow-up care. 
F. Experimental program - It is strongly recommended 
that a community team approach be implemented on an 
experimental basis with an evaluation component in the 
1977-79 biennium. 
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APPENDIX A 
S~PLE QUESTIONNAIRES 
Patient Questionnaire 
'['he Mental Health Division is trying to improve services for 
people who are leaving hospitals. To better understand your
needs, we would appreciate your answers to the following
questions. 
ID4 
1. Age at last birthday 
2_female 
3. Mari~al status 1__single 
4__separated 5::divcrced 
2 married J_;.!ohabiting
6_widowed 
4. Were you -admitted 
5. What was the last grade you completed in school? 
6. occupation (specifi~) 
7. 	Do you have a physical disability that limits the kind 
of work you can do? l--yes l_no 
If 	yes, please describe condition 
8. 	Are you receiving treatment for any medical problems?
l--yes 2_no 	 . 
If yes, please describe condition 
9. 	 Number previous psychiatric hospitalizations 
10. Length of time since last hospitalization ________ 
11. ~here were you last hospitalized? 
-------+~-~ -------­12. Have you answered t~is questionnaire before? 1--yes 2__no 19 
13. Why are you here this time? 
20 
14. Where were you living before this hospitalization?(check all that apply) l=most recent 2=bet. hosp. J=dna 
.a. home with ~-~~~~_~~,r.'~t·~_________________________._____._________ 21 
b. 	with sibiings ')
c. 	wi th spou~s-=-e.!::::.------------------------ j---.--._---­
d. 	with children =!124 
e. wi th spou-s-e---a-n-d"..-c....,.h......l'"""l,.....,d=-r-e-n-------·------' :'--'--" 
__f. with roomm~a~t~e~(~s~)~___________--____--__---------------~5~------~. alone ' 	 h& 
__h. room and~b-o-a-r~d~-----------------------------------~~~u~-----
_~. group hom_e___________________ --------r, ':I_____ .. _ 
__J. halfway h~o~u=s~e~___________________~________________~~'------
__k. other, de_s_c_r_i_b_e_____________~_____-_-----------J-l-------­
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2... 

15. 	 If 14h,i,j are not checkedl 
nave you lived in a group home , halfway house, or room 
and board situation in t~e last 10 years? l--yes 2 no ~2 
16. 	If resident has lived in a group arrangement within 10 
years a 
a. Was it l_room and board 2~oup home 
b. Was your room 	 l--private 2_shared 
c. 	How much of your daily time was scheduled? 

1 none 2 J half 4 5 all as 

d. Were you responsible for any household chores? 
housec leaning 1 yes 2 no ~? 
shopping lyes 2 no r38 
cooklng 1 yes 2 no r39-·~d~i~s~h~w~a~s~h~i-n--g--~1~~y,e~s--~2--n~o------------~----------------~~~O-------·-
How much supervision did you have for these chores? 

l_none 2__ J__half 4__ 5 total 

e. 	Were you responsible for personal tasks? 

caring for room 1 yes 2 no 

caring for clothesl 'yes 2 no 

grOOmlng 1 yes £ no 

other, what? l--yes 

How much supervision did you have for these tasks? 

l_none 2_ J_half 4__ 5_total 

f. were there regulations regarding 
4.8 
drinking l--yes " 2
smoking 1--yes,reasonable 2--yes ,unreas 
II ~9 
hours l--yes ,. 2­ 50 
"isitors l--yes 2-- "If 51 
other, what?l--yes " 2= .. 
II 
g. 	How often did you participate in social activities? 

. l_never 2_occasiopally J__ 4 fairly 5 very

-often --often 

Was participation 1 self-initiated 2__mandatory

J both 1 &2 4__dna 

h. 	How often did you participate in recreational activities? 

l __never 2_occasionallY J__ 4__f~irly 5_very 

often often 55 

Was 	 participation l_self-initiated 2__mandatory

3__both 1&2 4__dna 

i. 	Were you taking medication? 1--yes, self-administer.ed 

2---yes , other-administered, who? J __ no 
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j. Were you involved in 	psychotherapy? l-yes 2_no ~8 
If 	yes, 1 individual 2_group 3_1&2 4_other,? ~9
-
If yes, was psychotherapy received 	 1 on site 
2 community agency ;~O 
k. 	 Did you have vocational counseling? 1-yes 2_no bl 
1. 	Did you have vocational training? 1-yes 2_no 62 
m. 	Did you have a job? 1 full-time 2--part-time

3 sporadic 4_no job 
 6) 
n. 	Did you have help with 
~4money management 1 yes 	 2 no 
p5 
shopp~ng 1. .:yes ? no 
using buses 1 ]fes 	 2 no 
f.../., 
otner, what? 1-yes 2_no 
67 
17. 	How many children do you have? ~6 
How 	 many children are dependent on you? 69 
18. 	Were you taking medication before this hospitalization? 
1-yes , self·administered 2-yes , other admin J_no 
who? 70 
19.What was your source of financial support erior to hospitaliz?
1__employment 2__family 3_welfare ~SSI .. 
5__disabili ty insurance 6_other. what? 71 
20. 	 In thinking about a living situation which.would best 
meet your needs. 
a. 	Would you like it to be 1_more permanent 
2_more temporary J_dont know 72 
b. 	Would you like to live with family? l-yes 2_no J_depends
Is this possible? 1-yes 2_no 73 
c. 	'I'lould you like to live with other people (not family)?

1 ]les 2 no 3 depends 
 74 
wny"f 
75 
d. 	Would you like to live with other people who have been 

hospitalized? 1 'yes 2 no' 3. depends 4 dna 
 ~6 
Why? IDII_ 1-) 
4 
e. 	How many people would you like to live with? 
'5-6 
f. 	Would you prefe~ a I--private .2 shared room
- 17 
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4. 
g. 	How much of your time would you like scheduled (for you)?
i_none 2_ 3__half 4_ 5_all 8 
h. 	Would you help with household chores? 1--yes 2_no 
3_depends 9 
i. 	Would you take responsibility for personal tasks? l--yes
2__no 3__depen4s 10 
j. 	Would you be willing to have some regulations regarding
smoking l--yes 2_no 11 
drinking 1--yes 2_no 12 
hours 1--yes 2_no 13
visitors l--yes 2_no 14 
k. 	How much woulq you ~ike to participate in social activities? 
i_never 	 2_occasionally 3_ 4__fairly 5__very

Qften often 
 15 
1. 	How much would you li~e to participate in recreational activ? 
l~never 	 2_occasionally 3_ 4_fairly 5_very

often often 
 16 
m. ·Nould you like to have psychotherapy? 1--yes 2_no 17 
n. Would you like to work? l--yes , full-time 2--yes ,parttime
3--yes , sporadically 4_no 18 
If yes. how soon would you like to find work? 
19 
o. Would yciu like vocational counseling? l--yes 2_no 120 
p. -Would you like voc.ational training? l--yes 2_no 
[2" 
q. Would you like help with 
money management 1 yes 2 no :22 
us~ng buses 1 "yes 2 no 23 
r. 
1 
__residential 	 4_suburban 5__other, where? ~ 	 26I 
I s. 	 Are there things we haven't discussed which are 
important -to you in considering a livin~ -~rrangement?
What?t 
I-
Would you prefer to live in a 
3 
1 downtown area 
I 	 ID Hospital where administered 1__D 7S! ID 	 Date administered 
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'rhe 1,len~al Health Oivision is interested in improving communi ty 
resources for ex-mental patients. A study of post-hospital 
living arrangements for MED patients is currently in progress. 
7he study's target population is adult (age 18-65) ex-patients. 
with mental and emotional disturbances. People who require 
special nursing care for medical problems, or who have alcohol 
and drug problems, or who are mentally retarded or developmentally 
disabled, are not included in the current research. rhe study's 
long-range goal is to facilitate successful community adjustment
of the target population, which can be crudely defined as de­
creasing psychiatric hospital readmission rates. 
To better understand the needs of this group of people, we would 
greatly appreciate your answering the ~ollowing questions, based' 
on your professional experience. rhank you. 
I. 
II . 
Identifying informations 
I~ame 1-2 
Position 3-4 
Agency 5-6 
Using the chart provided, please rate each item on its 
importance in facilitating successful community adjustment. 
not some moder I'a~r very 
imp. what ately ly imp_ 
imp. imp. imp. 
1. Individual privacy 
? 
2. Living with other people 8 
a. Living with people who have 
had mental problems 9 
b. Living with people who have 
not had mental problems lQ 
J. Social contact with people who 
have had mental problems 
11 
a. Social contact with people who 
have not had mental problems 
1 ? 
b. Social contact with family 
'·13 
i 
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Importance in successful 
community adjustment 
!not some ~oder fair very
. imp. what !~tely ly imp.
imp. Ilmp. imp.
4. Having individual's time 
structured (ie. meals, day 
treatment, sheltered work­
shops, etc. ) 14 
·a. Involving individual in 
planning own schedule 15 
5. Opportunity for participation 
in social/recreational 
activities (parties, clubs, 
sports, etc.) 16 
6. Opportunity for paFticipation
in educational / cu~tural 
activities (adult ed courses, 
movies, museums, etc.) 17 
7. Employment (part or full time)
for those able to work 18 
a. Vo.cational counseling 19 
b. Vocational training 20 
8. Socialization and training in 
the following areas: 
I 
a. money management 21 
b. use of public transit 22 
c. meal Elann~ng 21 
d. grocery shoPPlng 24 
e. coo!nng 25 
l' • dl.Shwasn~ng 26 
g. houseKeep~n~clean~ng I 27 
tt· groom~ng 28 
~. personal shopp~ng J 29 
J. household mal.ntenance tasKS I I )0I 
9. Psychotherapy 131 
10. In group living arrangements, 
how important is individual 
participation in dev.elopment 
of house rules (ie. hours, . 
smoking, drinkin~;'visitation) . 32 . 
11­ Comfortable,. attract~ve facility JJ 
.. 
, I 

I 

. I 

'j 
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III. 	What other factors are critical in successful community
adjustment for t~is group of MED adult ex-patients? ' 
IV. 	 Please add any comments or suggestions ,regarding planning 
of 11 v1ng arrang,ements for MED adul t ex",:,p~tients. 
; 
~ , 
j 
l 
~ j 
I iHA~K YOU VERt MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION 11 
I 
I 
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APPENDIX B 
RESULTS OF PATIENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
I 
Notel The following abbreviations are used throughout ! ' I 
this appendix I 
DSH Dammasch State Hospital
WP Woodland Park Hental Health Center 
P Providence Medical Center 
PDT Providence Medical Cent~r Day Treatment Program 
Demographic "Data: Tables I through XV present "demographic
information of the 51 patients inter-" 
viewed in this study. 
TABLE I 
AGE 
DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
18-25 
26-35 
3r;-45 
4(,-55
56-65 
1: 
4, 
7 
5 
5 
3 
~ 
17 
29 
21 
21 
13 
f 
8 
7 
4 
4" 
4 
~ 
29 
2.6 
15 
15 
15 
! 
12 
14 
9
"9 
7 
%~ 
24 
27 
18 
18 
13 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
TABLE II 
S~X 
DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
f ':6 f at. (0 f % 
Nale 
Female 
11 
13 
46 
54 
720 
26 
74 
18 
33 g~ 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 .51 100 
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TABLE III 
J.V1ARITAL STATUS 
DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
f % f '1c f ~ 
Single 
Narried 
7 
5 
29 
21 
13 
4 
48 
15 
20 
9 
39 
18 
Cohab­
itating 
Separated 
1 
3 
4 
12 
a 
6 
a 
22 
1 
9 
2 
18 
Divorced 6 25 3 11 9 18 
Widowed 2 9 1 4 3 5 
TOTAL ?4 ~OO 27 100 51 100 
TABLE IV 

ADf·1ISS ION 

DSH wP, P, PDT TOTAL 
Voluntary 18 75 26 96 44 86 
Committed 6 25 1 4 7 14 
TOTAL '2'4 100 27 100 51 100 
TABLE V 
EDUCATION LEVEL 
DSH WP. P, PDT TOTAL 
f' )0 f % ! .t 
0 
1-6 
7-8 
9-10 
11"1"12 
-2 
a 
3 
3 
8 
9 
0 
12 
12 
34 
0 
1 
1 
3 
11 
a 
4 
14 
11 
40 
2 
1 
4 
6 
19 
4 
2 
8' 
12 
36 
115 
6 22 10 2013-14 4 17 
15-16 3 12 5 19 8 16 
17+ 1 4 o 0 1 2 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
TABLE VI 
PHYSICAL DISABILITY WHICH LIMITS ABILITY TO WORK 
DSR WP t . P t PDT TOTAL' 
'-1f 10 f /u f % 
Yes 3 12 7 26 10 20 

No 21 88 20 74 41 80 

TOTAL 24 100 27 100 ,21. 100 
TABLE VII 
CURRENTLY RECEIVING MEDICAL ~REATMENT 
DSH Wp~ P, PDT TOTAL 
Yes 
No 
f 
1 
~) 
E. 
4 
96 
f 
2 
25 
~ 
7 
93 
f 
) 
48 
% 
6 
94 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
TABLE VIII 

NUI"lBER OF PREVIOUS PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALIZATIONS 

DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
:1" 11 
10 ..leIf f ~ f 
1-2 11 1f7 19 70 30 58 )-4 .6 3 11 18f6 24 g g 1 5 19 12-9 12 0 0 (H. .~ 12 0 0 ~ 
TOTAL 24 100 10027 21 100 
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TABLE IX 
IViONTHS· SINCE LAST HOSPITALIZATION 
DSH WP. P, PDT TOTAL 

0-1 
2-3 
4-5 
6-8 
3 
4 
5 
1 
12 
17 
21 
4 
8 
4 
6 
3 
29 
17 
22 
11 
11 
8 
il 
4 
.21 
16 
21 
8 
9-12 1 4 3 11 4 8 
13-18 
19-24 
25-3n 
1 
J 
0 
4 
12 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
8 
4 
1 
5 
1 
2 
In 
2 
36+ 4 17 0 0 4 8 
Don't know 2 9 0 0 2 4 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
TABLE X 
. PLACE LAST HOSPITALIZED 
DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 

Dammasch 
Woodland Park 
20 
0 
8) 
0 
1 
14 
4 
52 
21 
14 
41 
27 
Providence 0 0 9 32 9 18 
Vetera.ns' Hos­
pital
Oregon State 
Hospital 
Holladay Park 
Out of State 
2 
1 
0 
1 
9 
4 
0 
4 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
4 
8 
2 
2 
1 
J 
4 
4 
2 
6 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
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TABLE XI 

NUNBER OF CHILDREN 

DSH Wp, P, PDT rrOTAL 
f f 10f :& ~ 
0 10 42 14 52 24 48 
1 3 12 4 16 7 14 
2 6 25 2 8 8 16 
3 3 12 4 16 7 14 
4-6 2 9 2' 8 4 8 
TOTAL 24 100 26 100 100 
TABLE XII 

MEDICATIONS BEFORE HOSPITALIZATION 

DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 

Yes, Self';"
administered 
Yes, Other-
administered 
No 
19 
1 
4 
79 
4 
17 
16 
2 
9 
59 
8 
33 
35 
3 
13 
69 
5 
26 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
TABLE XIII 

SOURCE OF I~COME BEFORE HOSPITALIZATION 

DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
.. __..f ..____ ·1. 
Employment 4 17 11 42 15 29 
Fa.mily 3 12 6 22 9 18 
\>lelfare 21 11 8 165 3.Supplemental
Sec. Inc. 4 17 2 7 6 12 Other 8 33 3 11 11 21 
Welfare + SSI a 0 2 7 2 4 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 ,21 I 100 
! 
li8 
TABLE XIV 
LAST RESIDENCE 
DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
f 'i, f % f % 
Home 
-with parents 
-with siblinp;s 
-with spouse 
-with children 
-with s~ouse 
& chil ren 
-with roommates 
-alone 
Room & Board 
Group Home 
Halfway House 
Other 
TOTAL
. 
'1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
8 
4 
1 
0 
4 
24 
4 
4 
8 
4· 
4 
4 
34 
17 
4 
0 
17 
100 
. 
4 
00 
3 
1 
2 
4 
10 
2 
0 
0 
1 
27 
15 
0 
11 
4 
7 
15 
37 
7 
0 
0 
4 
100 
5 
1 
.5 
2 
3 
5 
18 
6 
1 
0 
5 
51 
10 
2 
10 
4 
6 
10 
.35 
1 
2 
0 
10 
100 
GROUP LIVING 
TABLE "XV 
SITUATION IN LAST 10 YEARS 
Yes 
No 
DSH 
f % 
IJ 54 
11 46 
WP, 
f 
5 
22 
P, PDT 
~ 
19 
81 
TOTAL 
f /6 
18 35 
33 . 65 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 106 
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Group Living Experiences: 	 Tables XVI through XXXIII pre­
sent responses of the 18 patients
in the sample who had had group
living experience some time 
during the last ten years. 
TABLE XVI 
TYPE GROUP ARRANGEMENT 
DSH 	 WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
1,f % f ~ 	 f 
Room & Board" 9 70 3, 60 12 67 
Group Home 2 15 0 0 2 11 
"Halfway House 2 15 2 40 4 22 
TOTAL 	 13 100 5 100 18 100 
TABLE XVII 

TYPE ROOM 

DSH 	 WP, P, PDT TOTAL 

Private 3 24 1 20 4 22 
Shared4 10 76 4 80 14 78 
TOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 100 
, 	 TABLE XVIII 
I . 
i 
I 	 AMOUNT OF TINE SCHEDU~DI 
i 	 " DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
f 7i? f % f '!!. 
None 4 	 1 20 28One-fourth 5 ag 	 3 60 ~ 44One-half 0 0 0 0 	 0
Three-fourths 2 15 	 0d 	 2 11All 2 15 0 0 2 11 
TOTAL 12 100 	 5 100 18 100 
0 
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TABLE XIX 
TIME SCHEDULED BY 
DSH WP, p, PDT TOTAL 
" ii;,f ,i f % f 70 
1'1a.nager 
Self 
2 
7 
15 
54 
3 
1 
60 
20 
5 
8 
28 
44 
Does not apply 4 31 1 20 5 28 
TOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 100 
TABLE XX 

CLIENT HOUSEHOLD RESPONSIBILITIES 

Housecleaning 
Yes 
No 
DSH 
f % 
5 40 
8 60 
WP, 
f 
4 
1 
P, 'PPT 
% 
80 
20 
TOTAL 
f c;! /0 
9 50 
9 50 
TOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 100 
Shopping 
Yes 
No 
4 
.9 
31 
69 
l 
4 
20 
80 
5 
13 
28 
72 
TOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 100 
Cooking 
Yes 
No 
3 
10 
24 
76 1 4 
20 
80 
4 
'. 14 
22 
78 
TOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 100 
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TABLE XXI 
ANOUNT OF SUPERVISION FOR HOUSEHOLD CHORES 
DSH WP, . P, PDT TOTAL 
·Jl;( t2. f ~ f % 
I None One-fourth 
8 
2 
60 
16 
3 
1 
60 
20 
11 
3 
61 
17 
One-ha.lf 3 24 1 20 4 22 
I TOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 100 
I 
TABLE XXII 
CLIENT PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
f % f ~ f % 
Cleaning 
room 
Yes 
No 
own 
11 
2 
84 
16 
5 
a 
100 
a 
16 
2 
89 
11 
TOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 100 
Carinp: for 
clothing 
Yes 
No 
10 
3 
76 
24 
5 
a 
100 
b 
15 
3 
83 
17 
TOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 100 
Grooming 
Yes 
No 
13 
a 
100 
0 
5 
0 
100 
0 
18 
a 
100 
0 
TOTAL 13 100· 5 100 18 100 
, 
. I 
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TABLE XXII! 

AMOUNT OF SUPERVISION FOR PERSONAL TASKS 

DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
(fl'f ~ f ~ f 
None 
One-fourth 
10 
2 
76In f '0 100 0 15 2 83 11 
One-half 1 8 0 0 1 6 
TOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 106 
TABLE XXIV 

HOUSEHOLD REGULATIONS 

DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
f % f ll. f ~ 
Smoking 
Yes, reasonable 3 24 2 40 5 27 
Yes~ unreasonab~e 1 8 0 0 1 6 
No 
.9 68 3 60 12 67 
TOTAL 1) 100 5 100 18 100 
Drinkinp: 
Yes, 
Yes, 
No 
reasonable 
unreasonable 
7 
0 
6 
54 
0 
46 
4 
0 
1 
80 
0 
20 
11 
6 
7 
61 
0 
39 
TOTAL 13 100, 5 100 18 100 
Hours 
Yes, 
Yes, 
No 
reasonable 
unreasonable 
6 
2 
5 
46 
16 
38 
2 
1 
2 
40 
20 
40 
8 
3 
7 
44 
17 
39 
TOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 100 
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Visitors 
Yes, 
Yes, 
No 
reasonable 
unreasonable 
2 
·1 
10 
16 
8 
76 
1 
0 
4 
20 
0 
80 
3 
1 
14 
17 
6 
77 
TOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 100 
Other Regulations 
Yes, reasonable 1 8 1 20 2 11 
Yes, unreasonable 0 0 0 0 0 0 
No 12 92 4 80 16 89 
TOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 100 
TABLE XXV 

PARTICIPATION IN SOCIAL ACTIVITIES 

DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
f % f. t2 1:. % 
Never 
Occasiona.11y 
More than occasion 
5 
4 
1 
38 
30 
8 
2 
3 
0 
40 
60 
0 
7 
7 
1 
39 
39 
h 
I 
Fairly often 
Very often 
TOTAL 
.i 
2 
13 
8 
16 
100 
0 
o· 
5 
0 
0 
100 
1 
2 
18 
6 
10 
100 
TABLE XXVI 

PARTICIPATION IN RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 

Never ,8 62 2 40 10 5.5Occasionally 4 30 j 60 7 39Fc9.ir1y often' 1 8 0 0 1 6 
TOTAL 100 10013 5 18 100 
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TABLE XXVII 
TAKING MEDICATION~ 
DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 

Yes, Se1f­
a.dministered 
Yes, Other-
administered 
No 
TOTAL 
7 
4 
2 
13 
54 
31 
15 
100 
3 
1 
1 
5 
60 
20 
20 
100 
10 
5 
3 
18 
55 
28 
17 
10Q 
. 
TABLE XXVIII 
IN THERAPY 
? 
1 
I 
DSH 
f fa 
WP, 
f 
P, PDT 
~ 
TOTAL 
f· ~. 
Yes 
No 
5 
8 
38 
62 
2 
3 
40 
60 
7 
11 
39 
61 
TOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 100 
.~ 
y 
TABLE XXIX 
IN IN THERAPY, MODE 
Individuai 
Group 
Both 
DSH 
f ;.6 
3 60 
1 20 
1 20 
WP, 
f 
1 
0 
1 
P, PDT 
/6 
50 
0 
. 50 
TOTAL 
f ~ 
4 57 
1 14 
2 29 
TOTAL 5 100 2 100 7 100 
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TABLE XXX 

WHERE THERAPY RECEIVED 

DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
f % f % f ~ 
On site 1 20 a a 1 14 
Community a.gency 4 80 2 100 6 86 
TOTAL 5 100 2 100 7 100 
TABLE XXXI 

. RECEIVED VOCATIONAL ASSISTANCE 

DSR WP. p. PDT TOTAL 
f % f ~ f ~ 
Voca.tional 
counseling 
Yes 
No 
2 
11 
15 
85 
1 
4 
20 
80 
3 
15 
17 
83 
'rOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 . 100 
Vocatlonal 
training 
Yes 
No 
2 
11 
15 
A5 
a 
5 
a 
100 
2 
16 
11 
89 
TOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 100 
TABLE XXXII 

EMPLOYMENT 

Full-time 
Part-time 
Unemployed 
DSH 
f ~ 
a 0 
J 23 
10 77 
WP, 
f 
2 
a 
3 
P, PDT 
~ 
40 
a 
60 
TOTAL 
f ;& 
2 11 
3 17 
13 72 
TOTAL IJ 100 5 100 18 100 
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TAHLE XXXIII 

RECEIVED ASSISTANCE WITH DAILY TASKS 

DSH 
f ·t 
Money management 
Yes 0 0 
No 13 100 
WP, 
f 
1 
4 
.p ~ PDT 
:& 
20 
80 
TOTAL 
f ~ 
1 6 
17 . 94 
I TOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 100 
I 
I 
Using public tra.nsportation 
Yes 1 8 
No. 12 92 
TOTAL 13 100 
2 
3 
5 
40 
60 
100 
3 
15 
18 
17 
83 
100 
I 
I 
Shopping 
Yes 
No 
0 
13 
0 
100 
1 
4 
20 
80 
1 
17 
6 
94 
TOTAL 13 100 5 100 18 100 
l .. 
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Ideal SituatIon: Tables XXXIV through XLVII present the 
opinions of the entire sample of 51 
patients regarding their aftercare needs 
and desires. 
TABLE XXXIV 
BEST LIVING SITUATION 
DSH WP, P, .PDT TOTAL 
f 'h. f. ~ f. '& 
More permanent
Ivlore temporary' 
Don't know 
17 
1 
6 
71 
4 
25 
14 
10. 
2 
52 
36 
8 
31 
11 
8 
60 
22 
16 
No response 0 a 1 4 1 2 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
TABLE XXXV 
WOULD LIKE TO LIVE WITH OTHER PEOPLE 
DSH WP, P, PDT, TOTAL 
f :i f % f cf) (Q 
Like to live 
with family 
Yes 7 29 7 26 14 27 
No 16 67 16 59 32 63 
Depends 1 4 4 15 5 10 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 ·51 100 
Possible to live 
with family 
Yes 7 29 4 15 11 22 
No 9 38 9 33 18 35 Ma~be/Does 
no apply 8 33 14 52 22 43 
TOTAL 24 100 
i 
27 100 51 100 
" 
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Like to live 
with others 
Yes 10 42 15 55 25 48 
No 
Depends
No response 
8 
6 
0 
33 
25 
0 
4 
7 
1 
15 
26 
4 
12 
'13 
1 
24 
26 
2 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 . 
Like to live with 
other ex-patients 
Yes 7 29 4 15 11 22 
No 11 46 12 44 23 45 
Depends
Does not apply 
5 
1 
21 
4 
10 
1 
37 
4 
15 
2 
29. 
4 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
TABLE XXXVI 

. IDEAL NUMBER IN LIVING SITUATION 

DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
f % f % f .~ 
0 4 17 2' 8 6 12 
1-2 7 29 12 43 19 36 
3-4 3 13 4 15 7 14 
5-6 1 4 3. .10 4 8 
7-9 1 4 1 4 2 4 
10-13 
1Ji­
3 
1 
13 
4 
o. 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
6 
2 
No preference
Don't know 
1 
2 
4 
8 
1 
2 
4 
8 
2 
4 
4 
8 
No response 1 4 2 8 J 6 
TOrrAL 24 100 21 100 ,51 100 
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TABLE XXXVII 

ROOM PREFERENCE' 

DSH WP. P. PDT TOTAL 
f. % r ~ f. ~ 
Private 
Shared 
14 
6 
59 
25 
22 
2 
80 
'8 
;6 
8 
70 
16 
Depends 
No preference 
Don't know 
1 
2 
~ 
4 
8 
4 
0 
1 
0 
0 
4 
0 
1 
; 
1 
2 
6 
2 
No response 0 0 2 8 2 4 
.TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
TABLE XXXVIII 

AMOUNT OF TIME SCHEDULED 

: 
DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
f f f':& ~ ~ 
None 
One-fourth 
15 
.5 
6; 
21 
14 
4 
51 
15, 
29 
9 
56 
18 
One-half 
Three-fourths 
No response 
1 
; 
0 
4 
12 
0 
6 
2 
1 
22 
8 
4 
7 
5 
1 
14 
10 
2 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
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TABLE XXXIX 
WILLING TO ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY 
DSH WP. p, PDT TOTAL 
f :& f ~ f ~ 
H6useho,ld chores 
Yes 22 92 24 88 46 90 
No 2 8 1 4 3 6 
No response a a 2 8 2 4 
TOTAt 24 100 27 100 51 lOb 
Personal tasks 
Yes ?4 100 25 92 49 96 
No response 0 a 2 8 2 4 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
TABLE XL 

WILLING TO HAVE REGULATIONS 

DSB WP, P, PDT ' TOTAL 
f ~ ff ~ ~ 
Sm,oking 
Ye.s 6 25 16 59 22 43 
No :L5 63 9 33 24 ,47 
No response J 12 2 8 5 10 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
Drinking 
Yes 8 34 18 66 26 51 
No 
No response 
I) 
3 
54 
12 
7 
2 
26 
8 
20 
5 
' 39 
10 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 1.00 
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Hours 
Yes 7 29 9 33 16 31 
No 13 54 16 59 29 57 
No response 4 17 2 8 6 12 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
Visitors 
Yes 3 12 11 40 14 27 
No 17 71 14 52 31 61 
No response 4 17 2 8 6 ,12 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
TABLE XLI 
WANT TO PARTICIPATE IN RECREATION 
DSH Wp, P, PDT TOTAL 
f ~ f ~ f ~ 
Never 7 29· 2 8 9 18 
Occasionally 10 42 6 22 16 30 
More than 
occasion 1 4 8 29 9 18 
Fairly often 
Very often 
No response 
4 
1 
'I 
17 
4 
4 
5 
4 
2 
18 
15 
8 
9 
5 
3 
18 
10 
6 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
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TABLE XLII 
WANT TO PARTICIPATE 
DSH 
f % 
IN SOCIAL ACTIVITIES 
WP, P, PDT 
f ~ 
.. 
TOTAL 
f ~ 
Never ,,2 8 1 4 3 6 
Occasionally 7 29 10 37 17 32I More than 
' 22occasion 2 8 6 8 16 
Fairly often 9 39 4 15 13 26I Very often 3 12 3 11 6 12 
No respbnse . 1 4 3 11 4 8 I TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
TABLE XLIII 

WANT PSYCHOTHERAPY 

DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
Yes 
No 
No response 
f. 
17 
'7 
0 
110 
71 
29 
0 
:t: 
20 
4 
3 
~ 
73 
15 
12 
r. 
37 
11 
3 
~ 
72 
22 
6 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
TABLE XLIV 

WANT TO WORK 

DSH WP,' P, PDT TOTAL 
f % f ~ f ~ 
Yes, 
Yes, 
No 
full-time 
part-time 
12· 
6 
P 
50 
25 
25 
8 
12 
4 
29 
44 
15 
20 
18 
10 
39 
35 
20 
No response 0 0 3 12 3 6 
TOTAL' 24 100 27 100 51 100 
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., 
TABLE XLV 
WANT VOCATIONAL ASSISTANCE 
! , DSH WP, P. PDT TOTAL 
f f f ~~ ~ 
Vocational 
counseling 
Yes 
No 
No response 
7 
17 
"0 
29 
,71 
a 
15 
10 
2 
'55 
37 
8 
22 
27 
2 
43 
53 
4 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
Voca.tiona1 
tra.ining 
Yes 
No 
No response 
6 
;17
1 
25 
71 
4 
16 
9 
2 
59 
33 
8 
22 
26 
3 
43 
51 
'6 
, TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
TABLE XLVI 

WANT ASSISTANCE WITH DAILY TASKS 

DSH WP" P, PDT TOTAL 
f % f ~ f ~ 
Money management 
Yes 
No 
No response 
7 
16 
1 
29 
67 
4 
9 
16 
2 
33 
59 
8 
16 
32 
:3 
31 
63 
6 
ToTAL 24 100 27 100 51' 100 
Using public transportation 
Yes 4 17 6 22 10 20' 
No 
No re'sponse 
20 
0 
82 
a 
19 
g 
70 
8 
39 
2 
76 
4 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
Shopping 
Yes 
No 
No response 
4 
20 
a 
17 
83 
a 
6 
19 
2 
22 
70 
8 
10 
39 
2 
20 
.76 
4 
TOT'AL 24 100' 22 100 51 100 
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TABLE XLVII 
AREA PREFER TO LIVE 
DSH WP, P, PDT TOTAL 
f % f f ~~ 
Downtown 
Rura.1 
5 
5 
21 
21 
.36 
11 
22 
8 
11 
16 
21 
Residentia.1 
Suburb 
No preference 
10 
1. 
1 
42 
4 
4 
10 
4 
1 
36 
15 
4 
20 
5 
2 
39 
10 
4 
No response ~ 8 J 12 5 10 
TOTAL 24 100 27 100 51 100 
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APPENDIX D 
LETTER TO STATE MENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENTS 
MENTAL HEALTH DIVISION 
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
309 SW. FOURTH AVENUE • • PORTLAND, OREGON • • 
December t, 1975 
~ear Mental Health Administrators 
I am one qf three graduate Social Work students at 
Portlaqd State University who are conducting an ex­
ploratory st~dy for the Oregon Mental Health Division 
on th~ needs of ex-mental patients in this area. We 
are paretcularly interested in tn~ living situations 
of ex-patients and how this affeCts both recidivism 
rates and successful re-entry into the community. 
It is our belief that there is a direct correlation 
betwe~n post-hospital living situations and community
adjustment or readmittance. . 
Our study will include a needs .assessmentJbaaed.on 
interviews with patients and mental health profes­
sionals, a survey of existing resources, both here 
and elsewhere. and conclude with recommendations. 
As part of our exploration of existing resources, 
we are contacting state mental health associations 
for information in·this area. We would appreciate 
any information on group homes, halfway houses, or 
other living situations for ex-psychiatric patients
that you could share with us. Possibly you have al­
ready undertaken this investigation in your state . 
or have established successful post-hospital environ­
ments that would serve as models for other areas. 
We would greatly appreciate your assistance and will 
gladly share our conclusions with you in return. 
Thank y~u for your cooperation. 
Kathleen McCarthy

School of Social Work 

Portland State University

P.O. Box 751 

Portland, Oregon 97207 

97204 
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APPENDIX E 
RESPONDENTS TO REQUESTS FOR 
INFORMATION FROM STATES 
James V. Laney 

Community Pro~rams Chief 

State of Alabama 

Department of Mental Health 

502 Washington Ayenue 

Nontgomery, Alabama 36104 

~rs.'Alice Molhol~, ACSW 

Dire'ctor, Social Service Depa,rtment 

Little Rock Hospital 

4313 West Markham Street 

Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 

David Winfrey 
Re~ional Coordinator 
Division of Mental Health 
4150 South" Lowell Boulevard 
Denver, Colorado 
Myron Rockmore, ACSW 
Direcor, Psychia~r1c Social Service 
Department of Mental Health 
90 Washington Stre~t 
HartfordtConnectic~t 06115 
Tom Earles, Chief 
Supportive Livi~g Unit 
Division of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, 
47 Trinity Avenue, S~W. 
Atlanta, G~orgia )0334 
Patricia Kawaa, R.N. 
State of Ha'waii 
Department of Mental Health 
P.O. Box 3378 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96801 
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Director 

State of Maine . 

Department of Mental Health and Corrections 

State Office 'Building 

Au~sta, Maine 04330 

Mary R. Love 

Director' of Community Residences 

Department of Mental Health 

190 Portland Street 

Boston, Massachus~tts 02114 

Timothy Hawley 
Pro~ram Evaluation Specialist 
Missouri Department of Mental Health 
St. Louis State ~ospita1 
5400 Arsenal Str~et 
St. Louis, Missouri 63139 
Patricia D. Johnsori 
Assistant Admini~trator 
New Mexico Department of Hospitals and Institutions 
Community Se'rvices Division 
505 Don Gaspar Avenue 
Santa·Fe, New Mexico 87503 
Robert Gilson 
Associate Pro~ram Analyst 
Department of I\rent~l Hygiene 
44 Holland, Avenue' 
Albany, New York '~2229 
William E. Thomas, Ph.D. 
Chief, Adult Serv'ices 
Division of Mental Health Services 
325 North Salisbury Street 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611 
Elizabeth K. Stern, ACSW 
Transitiona'! Service Program Admini~trator 
State of Ohio 
Department of lVienta1 Health and Mental Retardation 
2929 Kenny Road 
Columbus, Ohio 43221 
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Sandra Holoka 
Consultant for Community Placenient Programs 
Bureau of Mental Health Programs 
Health and Welfare Building 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120 
Dennis E~ Angelini, Ph.D. 
Assistant Director for Mental Health 
Department of Mental Health, Retardation, and Hospitals 
Division of Mental Health 
600 New London Avenue 
Cranston, Rhode Island 02920 
William S. Hall, -~.D. 
State Commissioner 'of Mental Health 
South Carolina Department of Mental Health 
P.O. Box 485 
2414 Bull Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29202 
Adolf Supak 
Administrative Resident for Mental Health Services 
Texa.s Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation 
Box 12668, Capitol Station 
Austin, Texas 78711 
Isabel M. Aird 
Information Director 
Department of Mental Health and Re~ardation 
P.O. Box 1797 
Richmond, Virginia 23214 
W.E. Lehman 
Program Administrator 
Bureau of Mental Health 
Community Services Division 
P.O. Box 1788 
Olympia, Washington 98504 
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APPENDIX F 

GROUP HOME PROPOSAL: GLENN MAYNARD, PUBLIC WELFARE 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the responsibi1 ities of a Pub1 ic Welfare service worker is the 
development and implementation of alternate community care plans for , 
M.E.D. c1 ients. This involves planning and implementing social services 
with individuals being discharged from psychiatric faci1 ities as well 
,as those already in the community who are involved in a community 
mental health program. Frequently, the central portion of this process 
is the 10~ating of an appropriate 1iving situation. Those clients who 
are placed In a 1iving situation. appropriate to their need seem to be 
far more successful at remaining in the corwnunity. The most difficult 
individuals to place~re the young adult ment~l health patients~ 
Frequently, these people. ~re placed in rqom 'and board settings which 
provid,e no social services; individual apartments; or in Group Foster 
Homes wh i ch have mi·xed popu 1 at ions of menta 11 y ill, ment,a 11 y' reta,rde9, 
and aged residents. When a young adult is placed in one of these set­
tings, the common result is that the person either shows no imp~ove­
ment and remains dependent, or a crisis develops around the unmet need 
and the person is re-hospital ized. 
PROBLEM 
It appears that this group of young adult M.E.D. cl ients have a spe­
cific set of needs which are not being met by the existing resources 
in the Portland area o Discussions with other service workers and 
social workers at local mental health facilities' support this idea. 
Individuals within this group are being placed in living situations 
which are inadequate to their needs. The consensus of opinion is that 
the re Isa" great need for a treatment or iented group home wh ich wou 1 d 
meet the needs of young adult M.E.O. cl ients. 
BACKGROUND 
While it was generally agreed that this group exists and that their 
needs are not being met, there was no specific information about the 
group or what their needs are. Therefore, an attempt to identify this 
population and the,ir needs was launched. Additionally, an assessment 
of the level of community support for a program aimed at meeting 
these needs was made. 
The initial step was the development of a criteria by which to identify 
the' population (attachm\3nt #1)0 Next, the catchment area was defined 
as the area usually thought of as Southeast Portland. Geographically, 
the area 'extends from East Burnside on the north to the county 1 ine on 
the south and from the Wil lam~tte River on the west to 8Znd Avenue on 
the east. Within this ~rea are located Woo~land Park Mental Health 
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Center, an acute psychiatric care facil ity and Portland Adventist 
Hospital', which a1sq provides inpatient and outpatient services through 
Mt. Tabor ,Personal and Family Services. Located adjacent to this area 
and serving many residents within these boundaries is Providence Medical 
Center, which provides both inpatient and outpatient mental health 
services. The area 'is also served by a Mu1tnomah County Mental 
Hea 1 th C 1 in i c. ' 
The next step was to' make contac t with the menta 1 hea 1 th fac i 1 it i es 
serving this area. The purpose of these contacts was twow fo1d: how 
many people did they see who met the screening criteria previous1.y 
establ ished and what is the level of support for the estab1 ishment of 
a faci1 ity to serve these individuals. 
In response t~ the request for specific nu~bers of cl ients fitting 
this criteria, ,Providence Medical Center and Portland Adventist Hospital 
each estimated' that, tbey would have four cl ients per month needing' 
these services. Woodfand Park Mental Heal'th tenter provided concrete 
statistics. During the month of November 1975 the social service de­
partment at the hospital worked with fourteen cl ients who fit the 
criteria and who wer,e hot placed in an appropriate 1iving situation. 
Additional~y, there were another five c1 ients receiving services 
through the Southeast Portland Adult Services Program who were also 
in need of these services. This amounts to a' total of twenty-seven 
individuals dur'ing November 1975 who met the criteria and who were re-, 
ceiving mental, health services in the Southeast portland catchment area. 
Secondly, these contacts indicated a high level of support for, the 
establ ishment of a program to meet the needs of young adult M.E.D. 
cl ients. Providence Medical Center, Portland Adventist Hospital and 
Woodland Park Mental Health Center each wrote letters in support of 
such a program. Additionally, seven members of the medical staff at 
Woodland Park Mental Health Center expressed a will ingness to serve 
as consultants to such a program (attachments #IS 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). 
CONCLUSIONS 
This investigation shows that there is a significant group of mental 
health patients in the 18-35 year-old range whose need for a treatment 
oriented' 1 iving situation is not being met. Although the data collected 
is extremely 1imited~ it does demonstrate that such a group exists and 
what needs should be'met in a 1iving situation. ,It should be pointed 
out that the data collected represents only.a small portion of the 
Portland Metropol itan area. No statistic~ are included from Dammasch, 
UOHSC, Holladay Park Hospital, Multnomah County Mental Health C1 inics, 
or any other Publ ic Welfare Division Branch Office. Therefore, the 
data collected is only indicative of a much larger goup of individuals 
in the metropo1 itan area. 
the results of inadequate 1iving situations for these individuals are 
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that they remain dependent for longer periods of time and recidivism 
is much higher due to lack of services. The ultimate result of this 
is that the Qverall cost of caring for an individual under present con­
ditions is much higher than if the person were in an appropriate 1iving 
situation.' The cost'of caring for a person in a state institution is 
approximately $llOO/month. The cost of care in a prfvate hospital is 
approximately $150/day. The cost of maintaining a person in the 
community would be less than half the cost of institutionalization. 
Finally, it has been shown that there is a high level of community sup­
port for a program to meet the needs of Y9un9 adult M.E.D. cl ients. 
The menta 1 hea 1 th fac i 1 it ies wi th in the Cqtchment area', as we 11 as 
psychiatrists and psychologists in private practice have stated their 
support for such a 'program. A program to' p~ovide an appropriate 1iving 
situation for t,his group would work well with existing mental health 
programs and would, substantially improve the overall effec.tiveness of 
service to this cl ient population. 
PROPOSAL 
A private .non-profit corporation should be establ ished to develop and 
administer a group care home with the following purpose: lito provide 
residential services in support of and as·an adjunct to existing 
community mental health services, tO'faciI itate the return of young 
M.E.D. institutional ized adults to the community, and to provide an 

alternative to institutionalization. '1 

The facil ity would be staffed by an administrator, a program coordi­
nator, a cook, and house managers. Residents would be individuals who 
m~et the previously establ ished screening criteria (attachment ,#1). 
Additionally, the residents should have the potential to 1 ive independ­
ently in the future.' While it is not necessary that the person be 
potentially economically independent, they should have the potential 
to 1 ive and maintain themselves in their own apartment. 
Therapeutic services would be provided intnree ways. First, it is 
assumed that residents would be involved in' a community mental health 
program or under the treatment of a psychiatrist or psychologist. 
Community menta] hea1t~ programs and private practicioners can provide 
co'unse 1 i ng and med icat ion se rv ices to res j dents 0 Second 1 y wou] d be 
therapeutic services within the home. -These would fall into the areas 
of social ization, dev.elopment of self-car~ ~kil15, emotional support, 
and supervision of medicationo The staff of the group care home would 
work closely with psychiatrists, psychologist, and community mental 
health program staff. Services within the home would complement those 
being provided by private practicioners or community mental health pro­
grams, so that the therapeutic needs of the residents were being met. 
Thirdly, psychiatrists and psychologists wquld work,with the group 
, home in a consultive capacity. They would be involved in assessing a 
potential resident's suitabi1 ity for the program, planning the progra~ 
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and services offered in the home, ?nd providing inservice training 
for staff. They would also be available to consult with staff re­
garding individual residents. 
The above proposal is an outline of a suggested program model. The 
actual program would be developed in mUGh greater detail by the board 
of directors, providlng that funding sources for the operation of such 
a facility exist. 
I 
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SCREENING',CRITERIA FOR }VI.E.D. GROUP CARE 'HOME 
I. Receiving or potentially eligible for S8I, OSIP, or'GA. 
II. 18 through 35 'years, old. 
III. Being discharged from a psychiatricI current commu~ity mental health, patient. 
IV. Need for one or more of the following services II' 
A. Supervision of medication 
B. Supervision of behavior 
C. Development of self~c~re skills 
D. Socialization 
E. Emotional support 
woodland park 
mental neolth center 
1400 sot.;rheosr umoril!a srreer 145 
porrland. oregon 97202 ' 
telephone 50.3/2.34·5353 
'December 17, 1975 
Mr. Glenn Haynard 
Public Welfare Division 
Multnomah County- Southeast 
P .. O. Box 14785 
Portland, Oregon 97214 
Dear Gle~n, 
As a social worker in a psych~atric setting, .1 have become very aware of 
a lack of living situation resources which are av~ilable for people 
leaving an acute car~ setting and returning to the community. Often 
patient~ are forced into returning to the same ~etting which may have 
been a precipitating cause in their need to see~ help or to a setting 
which doesn't provide the emotional support tha't is so important after 
hospitalization. Many of our patients lack financial resources and are 
referred to welfare for assistance and help with living arrangements. 
Although a great deal of time and energy may be spent trying to make 
app~opriate arrangements, the resources are often not available within 
the. cOt"!"I.t1l.uni ty .. ' 
For the purpose, of statistical information regarding housing, soci~l 
services tracked '~hose pa tients who '·:ere referred for s truc tured living 
situations cluring No~>ember. ~'!e rece~ved 19 referrals. Of those 19, 
12 ~ere diagnosed psychotic. Six of them were wo~en between the ~ges 
18-30 1;.:'i th the r:tedian age of 21~. The renaining 13 [i\:ale patients 
ranged in age from 18-48 and their median age was 35. The following 
indicates their financial respurces: general assistance - 10; 5SI - 3; 
Social Security Disability - 2 and private - 3. 
Of the 'pa tien ts referred, 2' pa tien ts 't07ere trans,f ~rred to Darnrnasch S ta te 

Hospi tal and one ,,,as transferred "to the Gniversi ty 0"£ Oregon Nedical 

School. Three patients went ~o appropriate room a~d boards and four 

,,:ere discharged to relat'ives at-raiting placement .. · The re!'!laining patients 

were advised to seek a structured living ~ituation but chose other 

alternatives. 

In Nove~ber the Social Service department sent a memo t~ our 19 member 

medical staff briefly describing that Public Helfare 'Y:as investigating 

the possitility of sponsoripg a group care ho~e f~r young adults dis­

charg~d fro~ psychiatric hospltals. In the oem6 we also asked the 

doctors if they ~ould be willing to be a consultant should funding be 

available and ~'lroup care home establishid. Recognizing the need for 

such facilities, se~en psychiatrists aad psychologists incicated interest 

in being involved. 
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Having seen the lack of ~vailable resources in the cOQffiunity I certainly 
see the value of establishing a group home and hope that this information 
and the support'that our doctors are willing to give lenqs some support 
to your efforts in establishing another resource. 
Sincerely yours, 
,i(gx4 ~Z? 
Ka thy M. Ka to t ACSl-7 
Director of·Social Services 
'. 
'13 November 1975 
Gl en r·1aynard
Department of Human R~sources 
Southeast Branch PWD 
4520 S. E. Belmont 
Portland, Oregon 97215 
Dear Mr. Maynard: 
I a~ writing at this time to support your efforts in proposing 
the ,establishment of a group care facility in the Portland area. 
As .a private practitioner of psychiatry in Portland and as the 
Associate Director of Mental Health Services at Providence Medi­
cal Center, I am certainly aware of the tremen~ous lack of such 
care facilities \'Jithin our community.· t~e are all interested in 
assuring adequate care and follow-up for those,patients who need 
such services following discharge from psychiatric patient faci­
lities. I can assure you from my experience that' any success in 
increasing the number of this type of facility vtithin our commun­
i ty would be g~eeted \·Ii th en thus i asm and active use by those 
people 'requiring such services. 
Sincerely, . 
((~~~~L;~ 
W. D. Zieverink, M. D. 
Associate Director 
Mental Health Services 
,mg 
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700 !'.i.E. 47TH AVi:~;UE PORiLANO. GRSCON 972~3 PH~NE (503; 2J~·a~11 
November 11, 1975 
Mr. Glenn Maynard
Servi ce \~orker 
Southeast Branch 
Mul tnomah County Publ i c Wel fare. 
4520 S.E. Belmont 
Portland, Oregon 97215 
Dear G1 enn, 
I was very pleased to hear that you are pursuing th~ establishment of a 
group care facility for men and ~omen, age 18 tQ ~5~ recently discharged 
from psychi atri c fac; 1; ti es., ' . . 
As you know Providence Medical Center has a 19 bed, acute, short-term psychia­
tric unit. For many of the patients \'1e treat, the post-discharge placement 
is critical in maintaining the gains made during hospitalization and to further 
the growth of the individual.' This demands a living situation that goes
beyond mere provision of foo'd and shelter but ideally offers a program geared 
to the"needs of the individual offering structure, support, supervision arid 
encouragement. 
My understanding is your proposed facility would offer such a program. I 
hearti ly endorse your endea'vor. Rarely does a \'/eek go by that 'lIe are not 
forced to make an unsatisfactory placement because there are inadequate programs 
available. I would estimate that our program places about 50 persons a ye~r 
that could use a facility s~ch as the one you propose. 
~le 'I/ish you the best of luck in your pursui't and if \4/e can assist you in any 
way please let us know. 
Sincerely, ./ 
5V -, j' .;O~~
()~<.lj (.,{0!t 
Dorothy Bateman, ACSN 
S9ci a1 ~\Jorker, 
Mental Health Services 
ne 
I . 
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December 18, i975 
Mr. Glen Maynard 
S.E. Welfare Branch Office 

PO Box 14785 

Portland~ OR 97215 

Re: GROUP CARE HOME 
Dear Mr. r~aynard: 
This letter is in response to your request that we share our ex­
perience regarding efforts to place mental health in-patients in 
appropri ate post-hospi ta1 1 i vi ng s i tuati ons and tne prob ',ems en­
countered in doing so. lim happy to comply with your request 
because our exp,eri ence confi nns a fact that there are s i gni fi cant 
inadequacies both q0antitatively and qualitatively re living 
fa~il;ties for post-hospital mental health patients. There are 
a limited number of good room and board facilities in the south­
eas t and northeas t porti ons' of the ci ty and group homes spec­
ializing in mental health' are virtually non-existent. 
, , 
On -the average \'Ie have three to four young adtil t and adul t mental 
health patients per month who because of personal problems ot 
family environment \·/Ould b?nefit by being in a treatment oriented 
group home. At best we are able to place these individuals in 
room and board facilities that frequently are ,inadequate to 
, 
meet the individuals needs. A significant number of patients can 
not handle an independent living situation but,need supervi~ion 
of medication and b~haviora and require assist~nce in developing 
self-help skills in a supportive living environment. Tbe problem
becomes even greater if a'patient has inadequate financial back':' 
ing to pay for good care~ Hospital readmission rates are high 
because patients are placed in inadequate living situations. We' 
believe that these patients would have remained in the community·· 
had they initially been p1aced in qualified group home settings. 
," 
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Mr. Glen Maynard 
December 18, 1975 
page 2 
Without question there is a need in the Portland area for group 
homes that offer a quality care program in mental health and Mt. 
Tabor Personal and Family Services with Portland Adventist Hospi­
tal certainly support your endeavor to establish such a facility. 
Sincerely, ( . ./) . /J "( ..~ ~~ tf,:((~,TC vC/c#Y};·u"7.;7/!V 
Robert Wolgamott, M.D.~ ~sY.chiatrist 
Director of Mt. Tabor Pe,rs9nal and Family Services 
.><:-' :;:;;;:;... ,,::::;;. , ;; 
:.: I- i;P" "'~'; 
, ..~ J'/ .... ..' ,::",;::-;,':--~'; : 
.. ~~". 
Ed Kasner, M.S.W. 
Director of Social Work Department 
Portland Adventist Hospital 
cja 
\ 
19 November 1975 
\ 
Glen r~aynard 
Department of Human Resources 
Southeast Branch PWD 
4520 s. E. Belmont 
Portland, Oregon 97215 
Dear Mr. Maynard: 
Ms. Dorothy Bateman, psychiatric social worker at Providence 
Medical Center, has brought to my attention that you are 
applying for a grant to establish a group care facility for 
patients who have recently been discharged from a psychiatric 
inpatient facility. I am writing this letter to support your 
proposal. 
Having been involved in psychiatric treatment primarily of an 
inpatient nature in Portland since 1969, I have been deeply 
concerned about the dearth of such facilities'in the Portland 
area. We have made great strides in improving the quality of 
short-term inpatient care, but we have not made equal strides 
in providing partial care and group home facilities that approach 
our level of technical sophistication in 1975. I would support 
your proposal for the following reasons: (r) There are simply 
not enough facilities of this nature in the portland area. (2) 
We see substantial numbers of patient who could be managed with­
out being admitted if they had an appropriate facility in which 
to live. Your ~roup home concept sounds like it woUld nicely 
fill that need. Hospitalization can· frequently be reduced in 
length if a person could go to such a home for a period of time 

following hospital ization. (3) Such a facil ity \ofould be a nice 

complement to q day treatment program such as \'/e have at Provi­
, dence Medical C~nter. A significant number of pati~nts could be 

treated at that program during the day and live at the group home 
at night. Cost' of our day treatment program is currently one- " 
third the cost of inpatient treatment on a per diem basis; since 
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Mr. Maynard 2 19 November 1975 
many patients would not need to come to the program five 
full days per week, the actual cost of day treatment would 
fall more in the range of one-fifth to one-tenth that of 
inpatient hospitalization. The cost of a group home would 
be minimal compared to the difference between. inpatient and 
day treatment costs. 
Please let me know if we at Providence Medical Center can do 
anyth;.ng el se to be support; ve of your proposa 1 • It \'lOul d 
greatly enhance our ability to provide high quality medical 
care in a way that would be likely t9 reduce recidivism and 
help the patient ~ake a good adjust~ent ·to a semblance of 
productive life·~ . 
~i~cerely yours, 
'. \' .r ( , \ . }"'l: \l .. " "> 
I ... .' '. I . :.t
'.,.l·:'·\ ~ .. 
Ke~t E. Neff, M~ b. 
Director 
Mental Health Services 
mg 
